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ABSTRACT 

POLIDENT (POint Libraries of Data from ENDF/B Tapes) is an AMPX module that accesses the resonance 
parameters from File 2 of an ENDF/B library and constructs the continuous-energy cross sections in the resonance 
energy region. The cross sections in the resonance range are subsequently combined with the File 3 background 
data to construct the cross-section representation over the complete energy range. POLIDENT has the capability to 
process all resonance reactions that are identified in File 2 of the ENDFIB library. In addition, the code has the 
capability to process the single- and multi-level Breit-Wigner, Reich-Moore and Adler-Adler resonance formalisms 
that are identified in File 2. POLIDENT uses a robust energy-mesh-generation scheme that determines the 
minimum, maximum and points of inflection in the cross-section function in the resolved-resonance region.  
Furthermore, POLIDENT processes all continuous-energy cross-section reactions that are identified in File 3 of the 
ENDFIB library and outputs all reactions in an ENDF/B TAB 1 format that can be accessed by other AMPX 
modules.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The evaluation of nuclear systems typically requires a numerical solution of the Boltzmann transport equation.  
Consequently, a numerical-transport calculation requires the use of energy-dependent cross-section data. For 
neutron-induced reactions, the Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDF) system has procedures and formats that are 
used to describe the complex structure of cross-section data for specific materials of interest.' The ENDF system is 
divided into forty separate files that are used to describe the underlying physics of the nuclear data for a specific 
material evaluation. Prior to describing the various ENDF files that are pertinent for this manual, an overview of 
the energy-dependent cross-section information is provided for neutron-induced reactions.  

The entire cross-section energy range for neutron-induced reactions can typically be divided into four separate 
regions. In particular, the different energy ranges include the low-energy region (LER), followed by the resolved
resonance region (RRR), unresolved-resonance region (URR) and the high-energy region (HER). The boundaries 
of the different energy ranges are extremely material dependent. For instance, the resonances of some materials 
may extend into the low-eV range, while the resolved resonances of other materials are not present at low energies.  

In the LER, the cross sections can be represented as smooth functions of energy. Moreover, the data in the LER 
must be characterized such that the Doppler effects are negligible and the cross sections undergo negligible 
broadening. For some light elements, the cross-section data can be represented as a smooth function of energy 
throughout the entire energy range. Typically, the LER is used for the energy range below the lowest resolved 
resonances.  

The RRR is an energy region that is characterized by well-defined resonances. In other words, the experimental 
resolution is sufficient to permit the determination of the resolved-resonance parameters by area or shape analysis.  
In contrast, the URR is an energy region in which the experimental resolution is inadequate for determining the 
resonance parameters of individual resonances. As a result, the unresolved-resonance parameters are averages of 
resolved-resonance parameters over energy. Moreover, the unresolved-resonance parameters are constant 
throughout a specified energy interval, but the values of the parameters vary as a function of the different energy 
intervals. At energies above the URR in the HER, the cross-section resonances overlap such that the data can be 
represented as a smooth function of energy.  

In every ENDF evaluation, File 1 provides an overview of the available cross-section information in the section 
defined by MT = 451. Additional sections that describe the number of neutrons produced from fission and 
corresponding energy release are also provided in File 1 for fissionable isotopes. File 2, which must be present for 
all neutron-induced reactions, provides the data for the resolved- and unresolved-resonance parameters.  
Subsequently, File 3 provides cross-section data as a function of energy with a corresponding ENDF interpolation 
law that is used to obtain cross-section values between the grid points. In the resonance range, the data in File 3 are 
"background" cross-section values that compensate for inadequacies in the resonance formula representation, 
missed resonances, competing cross sections or the effects of resonances outside the energy range. To construct the 
cross-section representation in the RRR, the contribution to the cross-section values from the resonances is 
computed from the resonance parameters in File 2 and summed with the background values from File 3. In the 
URR, the cross-section values are obtained by either summing the contributions from Files 2 and 3 as in the RRR 
or by multiplying the File 3 cross-section values by self-shielding factors that are computed from the File 2 
parameters.
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Introduction

1.2 Purpose and Scope 

POLIDENT was developed from the earlier NPTXS module and released with AMPX-77.2 Since the initial 
development of POLIDENT, the ENDF/B cross-section formats have been enhanced over the years to the current 
release that is denoted as Version VI.1 Unfortunately, the previous version of POLIDENT could only process 
evaluations through ENDF/B-V. This manual documents the latest version of POLIDENT, which has the 
capability to process all ENDF formats through Version VI.  

With regard to processing capabilities, POLIDENT accesses the resonance parameters in File 2 of an ENDF/B 
library and reconstructs the resonance cross sections as a function of energy based on the appropriate formalism 
(e.g., single-level Breit-Wigner, Reich-Moore, etc.). In the resolved range, POLIDENT combines the appropriate 
background cross sections from File 3 with the File 2 contribution. POLIDENT also constructs the cross section as 
a function of energy in the unresolved range. The resulting output consists of continuous-energy cross sections for 
all the neutron-induced reactions that are defined in File 3. The output cross sections are stored in an ENDF/B 
TAB1 format that can be read and processed by other modules in the AMPX code systemn 

1.3 New Features 

One of the latest features includes a more robust energy-mesh-generation scheme that is based largely on the 
numerical determination of a very-fine energy mesh that is collapsed to a desired auxiliary grid The auxiliary grid 
is determined such that the fine grid can be reproduced within a user-specified tolerance. As a result, POLIDENT 
is able to construct an accurate and efficient (i.e., number of points) energy grid for a specific material in the 
resolved-resonance region.

2
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2 THEORY 

The primary objective of POLIDENT is to reconstruct the resonance region cross-section representations from 
resonance parameters that are specified by the evaluator in File 2 of the ENDF system. In the following sections, 
the different resonance formalisms that are available in the ENDF files are discussed. As part of the resonance
reconstruction process, POLIDENT must generate a suitable energy mesh for the resonance region. As a result, a 
description of the mesh-generation scheme is also provided in the following discussion.  

2.1 Resonance Representations 

Resonance theory is concerned with the mathematical description of neutron-nucleus interactions. If a neutron 
penetrates and is absorbed by a target nucleus, a new compound nucleus is formed, and the compound nucleus 
subsequently decays by emitting an energetic particle. Many neutron-nucleus reactions such as radiative capture, 
fission, etc., are characterized by a compound-nucleus formation. In terms of collision kinematics, the energy 
available for a compound-nucleus interaction can be denoted as E, in the center-of-mass system and is a function of 
the neutron and nucleus masses, as well as the neutron kinetic energy in the laboratory system. When the 
compound nucleus is formed, the excited nucleus is characterized by an energy level that is higher than E, because 
of the binding energy of the interacting neutron, Eb. If the summation of E, and Eb is on the order of an energy level 
of the compound nucleus, the probability for the formation of a compound nucleus increases significantly relative to 
other energies. Since neutron cross sections are a measure of the probability of neutron-nucleus interactions, the 
increased probability for the formation of a compound nucleus at energy levels of the compound nucleus are defined 
as "resonances" in the cross-section data. Moreover, the corresponding energy levels for the formation of a 
compound nucleus are defined as "resonance energies" in the cross-section data. As noted previously, there are a 
variety of neutron-nucleus interactions that lead to the formation of a compound nucleus, and these reactions are 
typically defined as "resonance reactions." 

The resonance representations in the subsequent sections are essentially interaction models that describe the 
interaction between a neutron and a target nucleus. Because of the complexity of the internal structure of a 
nucleus, the resonance representations do not model the nuclear effects within the nucleus. However, the 
resonance parameters in File 2 are strongly correlated to the internal properties of a nucleus and are obtained by the 
evaluation of measured cross-section data. As noted in Section 1.1, the resonance region is divided into the 
resolved- and unresolved-resonance region (RRR) and (URR), respectively. Both the RRR and URR are discussed 
in the following sections.  

2.1.1 Resolved-Resonance Region 

Within the ENDF file system, six different cross-section representations are permitted in the resolved-resonance 
region: 

1. Single-level Breit-Wigner (SLBW) 
2. Multi-level Breit-Wigner (MLBW) 
3. Reich-Moore (RM) 
4. Adler-Adler (AA) 
5. General R-matrix (GRM) 
6. Hybrid R-function (HRF) 

Currently, all ENDF/B-VI evaluations use the first four resonance representations. As a result, POLIDENT does 
not process the General R-matrix or Hybrid R-function representations. The following discussion is limited to the 
single- and multi-level Breit-Wigner, Reich-Moore and Adler-Adler formalisms.
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2.1.1.1 Single- and Multi-Level Breit-Wigner 

In File 2 of the ENDF data, the SLBW and MLBW data consist of six parameters for each resonance that include 
the resonance energy, E, resonance spin, J, and four channel widths. The channel widths that are provided in the 
Breit-Wigner data include the total width, r,, neutron width, r,,, radiative-capture width, r. and fission width, r.  
Using the resolved-resonance parameters from File 2, the SLBW representation for the elastic-scattering cross 
section as a function of energy is obtained from the following equation:' 

NLS-1 4 NR, n0, - 21V, sin2, + 2(E - E')Fr sin(2ý,) 
4E E(2Q+1)sin2 +AZ g 3 E 2 

O 0(k 2  k 2 .- r-1 (2.1) (E - E')2 + 
4 

where 

a = relative neutron-nucleus angular momentum (provided in File 2), 
NLS = total number of Q-states (provided in File 2), 
k = neutron-wave number at energy E, 

= angular momentum hard-sphere-phase shift at energy E, 
J = spin of the resonance (provided in File 2), 
9j = statistical spin factor, 
r = resonance index, 
NRj = number of resonances with spin J, 
r,, = neutron line width at energy E, 
r, = total resonance width at energy E, 
E = shifted resonance energy.  

In Equation (2.1), various quantities are introduced that need further clarification. Depending on the relative 
neutron-nucleus angular momentum (i.e., a-state), the hard-sphere-phase shift, 4ý,, can have different values, and the 
equations for the phase shift factors for a = 0 through a = 4 resonances are provided in Table 2.1.

4
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Table 2.1 Equations for penetrability, level-shift and phase-shift factors for different angular momentum states' 

QPenetrability Level shift Phase shift 

0 
qop 

Sp3 3 - 1 a

1+ 2 1qo 1+ p
2 

2 P q3  -(18 + 30
2
) P - tan- 3p 

(9 + 3p2 + p4 ) (9 + 3qo2+q) (93p
2 p 4 ) 3 p 2 

3 p_7 qq7 -(675 + 90p2 + 6p 4) - p(15 - p2) 

(225 + 45p2 + 6p' + p6) (225 + 45qo2 + 6q + q05 (225 + 45p2 + 6p4 + p6) 15 - 6p2 

4 p
9  qo9 -(44100 + 4725p2 + 270p4 + 10p6) p- a (105 - 10p2) 

(11025 + 15750 2 + 135p
4 + lOp6 p+) (11025 + 1575qo2 + 135q4 + 10q6 ± q06 ) (11025 + 157522 + 135p4 + 1Op

6 + p8
) 105 - 45A2 + P4 

aNote: p = ka, where a, is the channel radius and k is the neutron-wave numbef or momentum in the center-of-mass system. Q, = reaction energy or Q-value for 

compound nucleus formation.

W')

AI'



The statistical spin factor, gj, for neutrons is given by the following equation: 

(2J + 1) (2.2) 
2(2SPI + 1) 

where 

SPI = spin of the target nucleus (provided in File 2).  

The neutron-wave number, k, in Equation (2.1) is implicitly denoted as a function of energy and is calculated with 
the following relation: 

k = 2.196771 x 10-, AWRI CE (2.3) 
AWRI + 1.0 

where 

E = energy in the laboratory system, 
AWRI = ratio of the target isotope mass to the neutron mass.  

In Equation (2.1), the neutron-line width, r,, and the total width, 1,., are also a function of energy and are 
calculated with Equations (2.4) and (2.5), respectively: 

Fn,(E) = Pý(IEJ,) ' (2.4) 

and 
r,(E) = r.,(E) + ry ÷ + rX(E , (2.5) 

where 

E, = resonance energy (provided in File 2), 
P" = penetrability or penetration shift factor, 
P,(IEI) = neutron-line width at the resonance energy (provided in File 2), 
Fr,(E) = neutron-line width at energy E, 
r. = gamma width at the resonance energy (provided in File 2), 

Irf = fission width at the resonance energy (provided in File 2), 
Pr(E) = competitive width at energy E.

6
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In order to calculate the total width at energy E in Equation (2.5), the competitive width at energy E can be 
calculated as follows: 

r.(E) = q,(E , (2.6) qe(LE)) 

where 

qg = penetrability factor that is dependent on the reaction energy for compound-nucleus formation 
(i.e., Q-value). The penetrability factors are presented in Table 2.1 as a function of angular 
momentumn 

Note that Fr,(IErI) is the total width at the resonance energy and is provided in File 2. The competitive-resonance 
width, FIEnI) , is not given explicitly for the SLBW and MLBW representations in File 2; however, Tx(IEnI) can be 
calculated as follows: 

p -- r(LE,) - r(IE)) - - Ff (2.7) 

Associated with the resonance energy, E, is a shift in the resonance energy, E'.. that is calculated as follows: 

E',- = E, + Sr((E)) - SP(E) r(w)) (2.8) 
2P0([EI)) 

where 

so = level-shift factor. The shift factors are presented in Table 2.1 as a function of angular 
momentum.  

Radiative-capture reactions are characterized by a compound-nucleus formation that occurs following the 
absorption of an incident neutron. Subsequently, the excited nucleus decays by emitting high-energy gamma 
particles. Using the resolved-resonance parameters from File 2, the SLBW representation for the capture cross 
section as a function of energy is obtained with the following equation:' 

NLS - 1 NRj p r 
o.$E) = E -2 L 1  n, gj (2E 

0' V J r-1 (E - E'r)2 +114(29 

4 

Regarding fission, a compound nucleus is formed when a neutron is absorbed by the nucleus. Following absorption, 
the compound nucleus decays by fissioning into two lighter nuclei and a certain number of neutrons. The SLBW 
representation for the fission cross section as a function of energy is obtained with an equation that is similar to the 
equation for radiative capture:1

7
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Section 2

NLS -1I NR,7 r,,rf °IE , . 2-L• g 1:n f • (2.10) 
O .0 k 2  " r-1 (E - E') 2 + 1  r 

4 

As observed for elastic scattering, the neutron-line width, r,, and the total width, rF in Equations (2.9) and (2.10) 
are evaluated at energy E, and the gamma and fission widths are evaluated at the resonance energy, E,.  

The equations for the MLBW representation are the same as the SLBW, except for the elastic-scattering cross 
section. In particular, there is a resonance-resonance interference term that is included in the equation for elastic 
scattering: 

NLS( - I 4...T. NR, (E - E'r)Pr sin(24ý) - ,rsinP' n • o 2(2ý + 1) sin2¢a, +-. git2 1".  

( E -- J r -1 _ r) 

(2.11) 
2, 2 

NR,, rrrr r.r (E - E'r) 
+ E-1 / r2 + EE) + _].a I 

(1E - E1r) 2 + .1r- (E - Er ) 

4 1:) J14 

2.1.1.2 Reich-Moore 

The following discussion is provided to highlight the Reich-Moore (R-M) approximation to general R-matrix theory 
for describing neutron-nucleus interactions. A derivation of the R-M formulae is not provided in the following 
discussion; rather, the defining equations for the approximation are presented. In the R-M approximation, the 
off-diagonal contribution to the R-matrix from the photon channels is neglected.3 The resulting formalism is 
especially suited for representing isotopes that are characterized by a limited number of channels and many 
resonances. Since the R-M formulation has two fission channels, the R-M representation is well suited for fissile 
isotopes because the fission process occurs through a small number of channels.3 For neutron-induced reactions, 
the general expression for a cross section as a function of energy with an exit channel c is given by the following 
equation:' 

rnc(E) " - gj Inc - Un:*I , (2.12) 
k2  (212 

where 

8n, = Kronecker delta function, 
UYJ,, = collision or scattering matrix for neutron-induced reactions with exit channel c.  

Note that the subscripts in Equation (2.12) correspond to entrance and exit channels, and the angular momentum 
subscripts, ý, are implied. In the subsequent equations, the angular momentum subscripts are also implied.  
In Equation (2.12), the exit channel c can be scattering (n), capture (y) or either of the two partial-fission widths 
(f, or f 2). The collision matrix is a complex matrix that is defined as follows:

8
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-..: e ~~)2 ((1 -K)),- -n (2.13) 

where 

( If- 2 rC -12 'r.r 
P.._ (2.14) (Er -

The total and elastic-scattering cross sections can be expressed as a function of energy in terms of the collision 
matrix: 

o,(E) - E_, gj Re(1- U,,) (2.15) 
VJ 

and 

C'n•(E) = - sgj I I Un,. 12, (2.16) 

where 

Re = the real component of the complex quality.  

Likewise, the fission cross section can be calculated in terms of the collision matrix and corresponding exiting 
fission channels: 

aimE)= - gj IUll- (2.17) 
kc2 J C 

The absorption cross section can be calculated by subtracting the elastic-scattering cross section from the total at a 
specific energy. Subsequently, the capture cross section is obtained by subtracting the fission from the absorption 
cross section. Experience has shown that calculating the absorption cross section by subtracting cross-section 
quantities at low energies leads to a computation of the form 1- (1 - E), where E is a small number. Taking the 
difference of large numbers that are nearly equal can lead to numerical instabilities in the calculation. In particular, 
the instability occurs if the matrix K,, is small with respect to 1. To circumvent the numerical problem, an 
expression is derived for the absorption cross section. In the subsequent derivation, the matrix p can be defined as 
follows: 

p.,= (I- (I- -)" 1 )- = -((I- K)-K) (2.18) 

Using Equation (2.18), the collision matrix can be expressed in the following format: 

(1 - p) - I] = - [I - 2p ]n, (2.19) 

Using Equation (2.16) and expanding the squared quantity, the equation for the elastic-scattering cross section can 
be expressed in the following form: 

olI(E) = ad(R(E) " - gj [ 1 - 2ReU,, + IUI2 ] (2.20) 
kz J
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Note that the neutron subscripts are replaced with the value of 1 corresponding to the neutron channel in the R-M 
approximation. In the subsequent equations, the first- and second-fission channels are denoted with a 2 and 3, 
respectively. Using the equation for the collision matrix, the elastic-scattering cross section can be expressed as 
follows: 

Gel(E) - • gi { 1 - 2Re [e2iI (1 - 2p,,)] + I1 - 2p 1112  
, (2.21) 

oGe(E) - 1g 1 - 2cos24ý1 + 4 Re[ e ]'24ý'pl + 1 - 4 Rep, + 4 1p, 11
2  (2.22) 

kV i 

oei(E) = k2 E g{ sin2 O 1 (1 - 2 Rep11) + sin(241,) Imp11 + ip1112 (2.23) 

where 

Im = the imaginary component of the complex quantity.  

In Equations (2.21) through (2.23), the phase-shift subscripts correspond to channel number while the angular
momentum subscripts are implied.  

Following a similar procedure, the total cross section as a function of energy is obtained by expanding Equation 
(2.15) in terms of the p matrix: 2n {j1 -R4 e -2/€q 1 - p 

o k(E) - 2-- • g{ - R(1-2p )] (2.24) 

(E) - 2n gj 1 - cos2 + 2 Re[ e.26) 

V J1 

By subtracting Equation (2.23) from Equation (2.26), an expression is obtained for the absorption cross section as a 
function of energy: 

o0,(E) = g4 Rep,, - pl 112 2 (2.27) 
VI IJ 

Equation (2.27) can be used to calculate the absorption cross section and avoid the numerical instability associated 
with subtracting large numbers with small differences (i.e., outside precision limits). Although Equation (2.27) does 
avoid the numerical instability that has been encountered with the subtraction of large cross-section quantities that
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are nearly equal, an additional numerical problem can occur if the real component of the resonance quantity Pn is 
approximately equal to Ipjj 2. Experience has revealed that a numerical instability can occur for isotopes that have a 
very small absorption or capture cross section (e.g., - 105), coupled with a detailed resonance structure in the 
absorption or capture cross section. Since plI is a complex quantity, Pu has the form a + ib. Consequently, the 
quantity Ipn#P is equal to a2 + b2. If a and b are less than 1 and the quantity b is approximately equal to a"t, the 
difference calculation in Equation (2.27) involves the subtraction of two small numbers that are approximately 
equal. If the calculation in Equation (2.27) is performed using the double-precision complex functions that are 
available in FORTRAN on a very fine energy grid, experience has revealed that numerical instabilities occur for 
isotopes/nuclides with very small absorption cross-section values. Therefore, an alternative approach must be used 
to calculate the absorption cross section. In Equation (2.27), the quantity Rep,, - Ip11F can be expanded, and a 
numerical expression can be developed that avoids the subtraction of two numbers that are approximately equal.  
An expression that avoids the numerical instability problem is provided in Appendix C for calculating the quantity 
Rep,, - Ipnl2.  

Before calculating the elastic-scattering cross section, Equation (2.23) must be revisited. The ENDF formats only 
provide the energy, E, and spin of the resonance, J; however, in the measurement process, a neutron with intrinsic 
spin i (i.e., i = 1/2) strikes a target with spin SPI. For the neutron-nucleus interaction, there is an associated channel 
spinj that is the vector summation of the neutron and target spins (i.e., 7'= 7 + SPI). ' The relative-orbital-angular 
momentum of the channel is denoted as C The total spin, J, associated with the interaction is obtained by a vector 
summation of the channel spin and angular momentum (i.e., Y = 7+ 7). As a result, the total spin associated with 
the compound nucleus can have values between J = W - jI and J = ý + j. In the calculation of the elastic-scattering 
cross section, three quantum numbers (E, j, J) must be considered to account for all of the potential scattering.  
For a non-zero spin target nuclide, the present form of Equation (2.23) only accounts for one of the two possible 
channel-spin terms in the potential scattering. For example, consider a spin-1 isotope (i.e., SPI = 1) with relative
angular momentum of 2 (i.e., P = 2). Six combinations of channel spin and total spin will contribute to the potential 
scattering: 

j J 

1/2 3/2 
1/2 5/2 
3/2 1/2 
3/2 3/2 
3/2 5/2 
3/2 7/2 

If the present form of Equation (2.23) is used to calculate the elastic-scattering cross section, only four of the 
combinations of channel spin and total spin will be included in the contribution to the potential scattering.  
In particular, the calculation will only include J values of 3/2 and 5/2 for channel spin 1/2 and J values of 1/2 and 
7/2 for channel spin 3/2. As a result, J values of 3/2 and 5/2 would be omitted for a channel spin of 3/2.  
To circumvent this problem, Equation (2.23) can be recast in a different form that includes an explicit summation 
over the channel spin, j, and total spin J for the potential-scattering contribution: 

pl1 

ae(E) = I _2sinO(4 Rep, 1 + sin(241) Imp,, + Ipll 2 + • g' sin241  . (2.28) k2 j- ~snPI .1.1 -le, 

Equations (2.27) and (2.28) are used to calculate the absorption and elastic-scattering cross sections, respectively.  
As noted for the absorption cross section, numerical instabilities can occur in the elastic-scattering cross-section
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calculation if the FORTRAN single- or double-precision complex functions are used to calculate small elastic
scattering cross sections (e.g., -~10-5) on a very fine energy grid. Appendix C provides a discussion for the 
calculation of o,(E) in POLIDENT using Equation (2.28).  

Regarding the fission cross section, the phase shift for channel c, (ý,, is zero, and the off-diagonal elements of I4, are 
also zero. As a result, the collision matrix can be expressed as follows: 

U,•{ = e-io" 2p,c . (2.29) 

In Equation (2.17), the fission cross section is obtained by taking the square of the absolute value of the collision 
matrix and summing over the possible exit channels. Since the collision matrix is a complex quantity, the quantity 
I U,.j2 = VW (ULj*J. Consequently, the fission cross section can be expressed in the form: 

of(E) = g2 { 1P1212 + 1P1312 }. (2.30) 

The capture cross section as a function of energy is obtained by subtracting Equation (2.30) from Equation (2.27): 

a (E) = {- F, gj Re P11 _Pl2 1 _P13 . (2.31) 
kc2 

.' 

As noted for the absorption cross section, a similar numerical instability problem can occur in the capture cross
section calculation using Equation (2.31) with the complex functions that are available in FORTRAN. To avoid the 
numerical instability, the quantity within braces in Equation (2.31) can be expanded, and a numerical expression 
can be developed to avoid any numerical instabilities. An expression is provided in Appendix C for calculating the 
quantity Rep,, - -P1P12F- - Ipd3e.  

The total cross section is calculated by summing the partial reactions. By summing Equations (2.28), (2.30) and 
(2.31), an expression is obtained for the total cross section as a function of energy: 

Spi .1 

4(E) 1 j (1 - 2sin241,) Rep,, + sin(241,) Imp,, g, sin241  . (2.32) k2 ="SP, gj - I en I 

POLIDENT uses Equations (2.28), (2.30), (2.31) and (2.32) to calculate the elastic, fission, capture and total cross 

sections as a function of energy for evaluations that specify the R-M resonance representation.  

2.1.1.3 Adler-Adler 

In addition to the Reich-Moore approximation, the Adler-Adler (AA) formalism is another approximation to the 
general R-matrix theory for describing neutron-nucleus interactions. Unlike the Reich-Moore approximation, the 
AA approach consists of an expansion of the collision matrix, U,, in terms of complex residues and poles.5 

The approach leads to a cross-section representation that can be expressed in terms of partial fractions involving the 
neutron energy and resonance parameters. One of the fundamental assumptions in the AA approximation involves 
neglecting the energy dependence of the neutron width, r,. For low-energy s-wave neutrons (i.e., 9 = 0), the neutron 
width is much smaller than the gamma and fission widths (i.e., Fr + rf), and 1', has a negligible impact on the 
computed cross-section value.4' 6 For fissionable isotopes, the neutron width is much smaller than the gamma and 
fission widths at low energies, and the AA formalism is a suitable approximation for describing the neutron-nucleus 
interactions. As the energy dependence of the neutron width becomes important relative to the gamma and fission 
widths, the AA method is not suitable for representing the energy-dependent cross-section values.
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Based on the underlying assumptions, the AA formalism is only applicable for ý = 0 resonances. A detailed 
derivation of the AA formulae is not provided in the following discussion; however, the defining equations for the 
AA approximation are presented. For neutron-induced reactions, the total cross section as a function of energy is 
calculated with the following expression:' 

(E) = 4zT sin2 40 + V { NRS v(Grcos2Io + HTsin2, 0) + (gr - E) (H cos2ý 0o- GTsin24o0) 
Pi(E k - r-I (rE2+ V 2 

I(Pii - E + (2.33) 
AT2 AT AT4 

+AT, + A + A+T A + BTIE + BTzE21, 
E E2  E 3  1 

where 

k = neutron-wave number as defined by Equation (2.3), 

(N0 = phase shift for 2 = 0, 
r = resonance index, 
NRS = number of resonances, 
v, = resonance half-width (r/2), 
I.r = resonance energy, 
GrT = symmetrical total cross-section parameter corresponding to p, 
Hr1 = asymmetrical total cross-section parameter corresponding to p/, 
AT, = background constants for the total cross section, 
BT = background constants for the total cross section.  

Similar expressions are provided for the capture and fission cross sections as a function of energy:' 

i vG I+(g -E) ' AC AC3  AC4 
oa(E) =F _ r + AC1 + - + - + _ + BCE +BC2E2 (2.34) 

. 1rz - E)z + V2 E E2 E 3 

and 

NR•' VGrf +(Pr-E)Hf+ AF2 F3 F4 2 
+( A=E)"- V- + + + + BFE + BF 2.35) 

where 

GY = symmetrical capture cross-section parameter corresponding to gt,, 
H,7 = asymmetrical capture cross-section parameter corresponding to [t, 
ACi = background constants for the capture cross section, 
BCj = background constants for the capture cross section, 
G/ = symmetrical fission cross-section parameter corresponding to pi,,
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HI = asymmetrical fission cross-section parameter corresponding to g,, 
ACi = background constants for the fission cross section, 
BCi = background constants for the fission cross section.  

POLIDENT calculates the total, capture and fission cross sections using Equations (2.33), (2.34) and (2.35), 
respectively. The AA representation does not provide an equation for the elastic-scattering cross section; rather, od 
is calculated by subtracting the capture and fission cross sections from the total: 

ad(E) = ot(E) - cy(E) - Uj(E). (2.36) 

2.1.2 Unresolved-Resonance Region 

As noted in Section 1.1, the URR is a region in which the measurement of individual resonances is very difficult.  
The unresolved-resonance data are averages of resolved-resonance parameters with respect to energy. Moreover, 
the resonance parameters are for the SLBW formalism, and each width is distributed according to a chi-square 
distribution with a specified number of degrees of freedom.' Since the unresolved-resonance parameters are 
averaged over a specified energy interval, AE, the approach is to calculate the effective cross sections at an energy 
point within AE using the average parameters. The method employed in POLIDENT for calculating cross sections 
in the URR originated from the ETOX and MC2-ll codes.7 Note that the NJOY9 module UNRESR calculational 
approach in the URR is also based upon the methods from ETOX and MC2-II, and the following development is 
analogous to the methods presented for NJOY. An average cross section for reaction i at some energy E* within AE 
is given by the following equation: 

f , (2.37) 

AE 
AE 

where 

d0(E) = scalar flux at energy E, 
AE = energy range for specified unresolved-resonance parameters (E2 - E1).  

In Equation (2.37), the index i can represent capture, fission, elastic or total. Also, the energy interval AE is 
assumed to contain a large number of resonances; however, the flux over the interval must be slowly varying with 
respect to E. The major difficulty associated with calculating the average cross section at E* is the determination of 
the weighting function or flux. The approach is to assume that the weighting function can be estimated using the 
narrow resonance approximation (NR). The assumption is valid provided that the width of a resonance is narrow 
relative to the average-scattering width. In other words, a neutron scattering through a resonance will experience, at 
most, one collision in the resonance. This assumption is valid at typical energies within the unresolved range.  
Based on the NR approximation, the flux has the asymptotic fornr 

(2.38) ht(e) 

where
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M,(E) = macroscopic total cross section for the mixture.  

With regard to the isotope of interest, the macroscopic total cross section is assumed to be separable such that the 
contributions from the other isotopes in the mixture are characterized by a constant oa: 

Zt(E) = N°mm,(E) + E No°,(E) = +m, + '(E)] = N + o (2.39) 
nom rzmt nq~m mN ] ..  

Using Equations (2.38) and (2.39) and dropping the material subscript m, the effective cross section for reaction i at 
energy E* can be expressed as follows: 

f ai(E) dE 
ak o + 100 

Di(E *) = 0 (2.40) 
L dE 
fa + a2 

Since a background component may be provided in File 3 for the cross sections in the unresolved-resonance range, 
it is convenient to separate the cross-section quantities into a resonant component and a background component: 

oi(E) = '7bi + (' (2.41) 

where 

oY• = cross-section background component for reaction i (constant), 
oFU = cross-section resonant component for reaction i.  

The background quantity in Equation (2.41) must also include the potential-scattering contribution for the elastic 
scattering and total cross sections. Using Equation (2.41), the effective cross section for reaction i in the unresolved 
resonance range becomes 

f 0Gb + oGL(E) dE 
f• a~ 1b + 10 

j(E *) = + b+ 00 (2.42) 
f 1 dE 

0X. + Ob + 00 

+0A E 4 + dEb (243 

a dE f dE 
a1 b1 + + YO0 + + o 

ni(EEuaio (2.43), d + c be o t d d 

1111 + lab , + a 0 f 0`1 + o rb , + (To 

In Equation (2.43), the constant quantities ob, and co can be grouped together and defined in terms of a constant co~b:
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a Ob = Ob, + a0 * (2.44)

Using the definition from Equation (2.44), the average cross section at energy E* can be defined as follows:

f oG1,() dE 
di(E * = 

- 1 dE 
=AE t + cOb

(2.45)

Prior to evaluating the cross-section quantity in Equation (2.45), some additional algebraic manipulations can be 
performed on the integral in the denominator. In particular, the integrand in the denominator can be expressed as 
follows:

1 1= ( 
O0 b + 

0a, O0b

The denominator in Equation (2.45) can be evaluated by substituting the expression from Equation (2.46) as 
follows:

(2.46)

f 1 dE- 1-! 01, + a Ob a fb 

AE AE

dE - l--0b f 
AE

11 dE, 

Gob + 1.

dE = AE 1 
a 0b

f 1GOb 
AE

24 AEf 

AEI

GO 1 

Gob +01

dE (2.48)

By substituting the relation from Equation (2.48) into Equation (2.45), the average cross section at energy E* can be 
redefined as follows:
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0
bi( .) + r oA(E d (2.49) 

dE 

GOb AE f cob + 0•.1 
AE 

Note that the integrals in Equation (2.49) have a similar form, and further simplification of the equation can be 
obtained by defining the resonance-fluctuation integral: 

1 0" - dE. (2.50) 
I°,- AE f o02 + Olt 

AE 

The average cross section at energy E* can be expressed in terms of the resonance-fluctuation integral from 
Equation (2.50): 

)O0 
b I0i 

ai(E) =Obj + 1 ,(2.51) 

Based on the expression in Equation (2.51), the calculation of the average cross section is reduced to evaluating the 
appropriate resonance-fluctuation integrals.  

The following discussion outlines the steps for calculating the fluctuation integrals and identifies the appropriate 
assumptions that are used in the numerical evaluation of the integrals. Ultimately, the fluctuation integral will be 
expressed in terms of the appropriate resonance parameters. Therefore, the resonance-dependent cross-section 
quantity in Equation (2.50) can be expressed in terms of a summation-over-spin sequence (s) and resonance index 
(r) corresponding to the appropriate spin sequence: 

GO) = O,, + E E %i.r(E - Er) = °, + E Gisr(E - Esr) (2.52) 
S r sr 

The resonant cross-section component in Equation (2.52) is a function of energy E as well as the center energy for 
the resonance, E,. The resonant cross-section quantity can be inserted into the equation for the fluctuation integral 
that is defined by Equation (2.50):
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1 frir(E - Esr) 

o0 AE f(Gob + E Ot.r(E - E) dE.  

AE sr

(2.53)

The integrand in Equation (2.53) can be reexpressed in the following form (i.e., temporarily drop cross-section 
functional dependence):

E Gisr

- E ts7.  

r' b + E cr"tr 
sr r

The second term in Equation (2.54) can be expanded as follows:

E O tsr, 
r'•r r Ob + a Ur + G rsf

l- Z ctsr.  

r"-rr Gob + E tsr 
re r' sr

s'(s r j cob + E Otsr 
sr

By substituting Equation (2.55) into Equation (2.54) and neglecting the product of three different resonances in a 
sequence, the following expression is obtained for the integrand of the fluctuation integral:

0 isr 

GOb + G tsr 
sr

= E Gisr 
sr GOb + Gtsr

1 + G °tr 1 -.  
r¼•r O~b + 0 tsr + 

0 t~r,'Jj
E E Ots'r 

ssr Gob + E Gtur 

sr 1.(2.56)

Note that the first factor in Equation (2.56) represents the isolated-resonance contribution, and the first and second 
quantities in brackets represent the in-sequence overlap correction and the sequence-sequence overlap correction, 
respectively.  

As noted previously, the method of calculating cross sections in the URR originated from the preceding ETOX and 
MC2-II codes. The method employed by these earlier codes assumes that the dominant resonance-overlap 
contribution comes from resonances in different spin sequences. Consequently, the method neglects the in-sequence 
overlap contribution. Note that the right-hand side of Equation (2.56) has the following form:

a( 1 - b )( 1 - c ) = a[ 1 - c - b + bc ] = a[( 1 - c) - ( b - bc )]. (2.57)

By neglecting the in-sequence contribution, the integrand of the fluctuation integral reduces to the following:
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r Gisr 

Gob + E atsr 
sr

sr Gob + Gtsr s'*s

(2.58)Ots'r, 

r' Ob + E tsr 
sr

Note that Equation (2.58) is a recursion relation, and the ETOXJMC 2-lI approximation stops the recursion after one 
iteration. Consequently, the integrand of the fluctuation integral is expressed as follows:

F, (isr 
sr 

UOb + Fi atsr 
sr

= E isr 
sr Gob + Otr

After substituting Equation (2.59) into Equation (2.53), the fluctuation integral for reaction i becomes:

dE.= 1 
i AE

(2.60)

The method further assumes that the resonances in different spin sequences are uncorrelated. As a result, the 
integral of the product of the two functions in Equation (2.60) reduces to the product of two integrals of the 
following form:

1 
o 35AE

(2.61)
I Gotb +Otsr GOb + (rer

AE

In order to evaluate the integral of Equation (2.61), the following integral quantity is defined for a particular spin 
sequence s:

B i = - 1 
AJE Sr isr dE.  G o0b + Gtsr 

AE

(2.62)

As noted previously, one of the underlying assumptions of the unresolved-resonance treatment is that the energy 
interval, AE, is wide enough to contain a large number of resonances. The integration-interval assumption also 
implies that the range of integration is large relative to the width of any resonance in the interval. Based on the 
integration-interval assumption, the variable of integration can be defined as = E - E,, and the range of integration 
can be extended to infinity:
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B1 3  A d. (2.63) 
AE j r + r(,A) 

For a specific spin sequence, the energy interval AE is equal to the product of the average-resonance spacing in the 
sequence, D,, and the number of resonances within the energy interval, N,. Using the resonance information, B, has 
the following form: 

Bi 1 Oi() dg (2.64) 
D, N r 00b + Coi.(A) 

Using Equation (2.64), a more compact expression is obtained for the fluctuation integral I0: 

= Z Bi. (1 -~ E ,. (2.65) 

Before Equation (2.65) can be used, a numerical expression must be developed for the integral B,. In the 
unresolved region, average-resonance widths are provided that are distributed according to a chi-square distribution.  
As noted in Equation (2.64), B1, is dependent upon a resonance-dependent-cross section quantity. Furthermore, each 
energy interval is assumed to be comprised of many resonances. As a result, the summation over resonances in 
Equation (2.64) can be changed to a multiple integration of the resonance widths times the probability of finding a 
resonance with a particular value of the resonance widths: 

' fr = f ,i' P,,"YP,) rT, dP~., ( .... fm]P, r,T. ).... (2.66) 

0 0 

where 

fr = function that is defined for a specific resonance index r, 
= resonance width for some exit channel c, 

= resonance width for some exit channel c; 

P. = probability distribution for Pr with g degrees of freedom, 
P" ,• = probability distribution for rc, with v degrees of freedom.
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By using the unresolved-resonance-parameter information, the expression for Bi becomes: 

Bis, _1 POX) GiS() dý da (2.67) 

DS f J 0
0b +0o t,() 

0 -W 

Note that the multiple integration over the different resonance-parameter widths is denoted by a single integration 
over a single parameter a in Equation (2.67). The abbreviated integral representation is used to simplify the 
expressions in the subsequent discussion.  

For a reaction i, the resonant component of the cross section is calculated as follows: 

Oir(E - Er,) = iQ = L. i • OX) , (2.68) Sr," 

where 

1I(O, )C= ReW- X (2.69) 
2 ý2 '21 

W(x,y) = e (x + 'Yý'erfc[ -i(x + iy) ] , (2.70) 

4kTE)r (2.71) 

and 

x 2(E - Esr) (2.72) Ft 

With regard to the total, the resonant component of the total cross section is calculated with the following equation: 

Cat.r(E - E41) )t,,(t) = ( cos(2)4b)W(0,X) + sin(24,)X(OX) ) (2.73) 

where
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X(e,X) = Orv/ IMW(2±i, ) (2.74) 

In Equations (2.69) and (2.74), the functions * and X are the symmetric- and antisymmetric-line-shape functions 
that are documented throughout the reactor physics literature. The function W in Equations (2.69) and (2.74) is the 
complex-probability integral.  

A numerical expression for the isolated-resonance integral can be defined based on the cross-section expressions 
that are defined by Equations (2.68) through (2.74). The equation for B, can be redefined as follows: 

Bsf P(.k) f a_(OX dý dct (2.75) 
DS rj G0 b + C, [ cos(24b,)qr(0,X) + sin(2ý,)X(0,X) ] 

0 -• 

where 

,- 4kg l. (2.76) 

Equation (2.75) can be simplified further by changing the variable of integration from • to X and defining a quantity 
[3 as follows: 

p a 0
b (2.77) 

mcos(2(ýý) 

As a result, the equation for B, is defined with the following relation: 

B i f POcO f oV~ l OX)JI(X) dX .a (2.78) 
D, f f 2 cos(24,) [3 + *(OX) + tan(2,ý)X(0,X) 

0 -o 

The MC2-lI manual defines the integral over X as the general-resonance integral of the formn8 

J([,1,a,b) =- f [ i(OX) + bX(OX) 
J(PO~ab) = 2+ *j(OX) + a X(OX) 1X.(.9
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Using the general-resonance-integral definition for J, the equation for B, becomes 

Bi" - "P(ac) J(P,0,tan2ký,,O) di . (2.80) Ds J• cos( 24o) 

0 

With regard to the total cross section, the equation for BL, is defined in a similar manner: 

Dt f2 I. f [ (0,X) + tan(2,Q)X(O(,X) 1 
DS~ 2 j +ta j .- X + t J dX d , (2.81 

0 -o 

Bts _ 1 P(a) r', J(,O,tan24,,tan24ý,) da. (2.82) 

0 

Note that POLIDENT uses the subroutine AJKU to calculate the J integrals that are present in the equations for B.  
and B,. Moreover, AJKU only computes J(Pe,0,0), thereby neglecting interference effects. Since the tangent of 

the phase shift is assumed to be zero (i.e., tan24Q = 0), the cosine of the phase shift must be 1 (i.e., cos24) = 1).  
Consequently, the equations for B, and Bh, reduce to the following: 

Bisi P(a) I. J(P,0, 0, 0) da , (2.83) Ds f 
0 

and 

Bt,_- I P(az) rt J(P,6,0,0) da . (2.84) D)s J 
0 

In order to complete the numerical evaluation for B, and B,,, the remaining integrals over the probability 
distributions for the resonance widths must be addressed. The multiple integration is evaluated using a ten-point
quadrature scheme that was developed for MC2-II. The integral over the different chi-squared probability 
distributions has the following form:8 

<f(x,y)> = f Pp(x)dx f P,(y) f(xy) dy, (2.85) 

0 0 

where
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PV = probability distribution for x with g degrees of freedom, 
P, = probability distribution for y with v degrees of freedom.  

The statistical integration approach that was developed for MC2-II evaluates the integrals in Equation (2.85) using 
the following ten-point-quadrature scheme: 

10 10 
<f(x,y)> =ý : AJAkf(XJ) . (2.86) 

j-1 k-1 

The Aj and Xj values in Equation (2.86) are the quadrature weights and values, respectively.  

In the URR, the ENDF formats provide an average-reduced-neutron-line width ( ,, ), an average-radiation width 
( r, ), an average-fission width ( F) and an average-competitive-reaction width ( r, ). The average widths can be 
combined to provide the total width: 

r, = r + r1 +r + . (2.87) 

The ten-point-quadrature scheme can be used to complete the numerical evaluation for B for a reaction i and spin 
sequence s: 

1 10 10 10 

B _ = E E A.AnfA,ý Fi Qn, j(A,O,O,0) (2.88) 
Ds nn-1 nf-1 nx-f 

where 

Fi = average width for reaction i, 
nn = index corresponding to reduced neutron-line width, 
nf = index corresponding to fission width, 
nx = index corresponding to competitive width, 
A, = quadrature weight corresponding to nn index, 
A4, = quadrature weight corresponding to nf index, 
A,,, = quadrature weight corresponding to nx index, 

Q~i = quadrature weight corresponding to ni index where i is either n, f, x or y. Note that Q, is 
1.0.  

The approach for the URR assumes that F. is constant, and there is no integration over the radiation-width 
distribution. A similar expression can be derived for B,, as follows: 

10 10 10 
Bt• = -L E E, .E A, An A,, [ FnQnn + rfQnf + Fr + FxaQX.] J(I,0,0,0) (2.89) 

D, nn-1 nft- nx-1
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The fluctuation integral can be calculated for a reaction i, but substituting Equations (2.88) and (2.89) into the 
equation for I0: 

0i,=Z Bij1 B,, (2.90) 

Subsequently, the average cross section at energy E* for reaction i is obtained by substituting the calculated 
fluctuation integrals into Equation (2.51) 

bi(E ._ o 0b [ ()] (2.91) 
1 -[Z Bt"(1 -' B,), 

Equation (2.91) is the basis for the calculation of unresolved cross sections in POLIDENT.  

2.2 Energy-Mesh Generation 

Although the ENDF formats provide resonance-parameter information for the resonances in File 2, the formats do 
not provide an energy mesh for calculating the cross-section values based on the resonance parameters. In the 
resonance region, the cross-section values can vary rapidly as a function of energy. Consequently, the cross-section 
function can be extremely dependent on the energy grid. If certain energy values or grid points are omitted, the 
structure of the resonances may not be represented correctly during reconstruction from the resonance parameters.  
Therefore, the precision of the continuous-energy cross-section data that are calculated from the File 2 parameters is 
strongly dependent upon the energy mesh. The subsequent sections describe the energy-mesh-generation schemes 
that are currently used in POLIDENT.  

2.2.1 Resolved-Resonance Region 

Historically, energy-mesh-generation schemes begin with a very coarse grid, and points are added to the coarse grid 
using a "halving-iteration" scheme until a desired convergence tolerance is achieved. Based on experience, the 
"halving" approach, coupled with a coarse intial energy grid, can lead to inadequate representations of the resonance 
structure particularly near inflection points. In an effort to avoid potential problems associated with previous 
energy-grid-generation schemes, a new adaptive-meshing scheme has been developed for POLIDENT for the 
resolved-resonance region (RRR). In the RRR, the energy-mesh-generation scheme is based largely on the 
determination of a very-fine energy mesh that is subsequently collapsed to an auxiliary- or user-grid structure using 
a user-specified convergence tolerance (see Figure 2.1). In the new mesh-generation scheme, a significant amount 
of effort is devoted to the construction of a fine-energy grid to ensure that the detailed resonance structure is 
represented faithfully. As an overview of the energy-grid construction, the following steps are used in the mesh
generation scheme:
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Step Description 

1. Estimate a fine AE based upon the resonance parameters 
2. Calculate cross sections with appropriate resonance formalism 
3. Calculate minimum, maximum and inflection points (critical points) 
4. Add points between inflection and maximum grid points 
5. Use halving-iteration scheme to add points to fine grid 
6. Collapse fine grid to auxiliary grid 

A description of each step in the energy-mesh generation scheme is provided in the subsequent discussion.  

Collapse (e) 

Figure 2.1 Mesh generation for resolved-resonance region 

Step 1: Estimate fine AE from resonance parameters 

The fine-energy mesh construction is a very significant component of the meshing scheme. Initially, POLIDENT 
reads the File 2 resonance parameters and subdivides the RRR into decade (i.e., 10-eV) intervals. Within each 
decade, the mean level spacing, <D>, and the mean neutron-line width, <r.>, are calculated. The initial estimate of 
the energy increment, AE, for each decade is considered to be directly proportional to the mean neutron-line width 
and mean level spacing as follows: 

AE I• > (2.92) 

or 

AE = C I< > (2.93) 

In Equation (2.93), C is a constant multiplier and has an empirical value of 0.1. The initial estimate of the energy 
grid provides a very fine initial mesh that is suitable for calculating cross-section values.
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Step 2: Calculate cross sections 

Based on the initial estimate of AE, POLIDENT calculates the absorption, capture, fission, scattering and total 
cross-section values using the ENDF-specified functional representation (i.e., Reich-Moore, single- and multi-level 
Breit Wigner). Use of the ENDF-specified format provides a rigorous treatment of the cross-section data and 
accounts for interference effects that are induced by other resonance reactions.  

Step 3: Calculate critical points 

Once the initial fine-grid cross-section values are calculated, the minimum, maximum and inflection points (i.e., 
critical points) are determined numerically for each reaction. A schematic diagram of an arbitrary resonance 
constructed from the fine-grid values is provided in Figure 2.2. Following the calculation of the critical points, each 
resonance is evaluated to ensure each resonance peak corresponding to the File 2 resonance energy is present in the 
fine energy grid, and the resonance energy points from File 2 are added to the fine grid as needed.  

aE E 

Figure 2.2 Example resonance with critical points 

Step 4: Add points between inflection and maximum points 

Additional points are added between the resonance peak and the points of inflection based on the slope between the 
two points, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The number of points, N, that are added between the inflection point and 
resonance peak is based on the following empirical criteria: 

If tanQl(kn) < •T/6, N = 10.  
If r1/6 • tan-l(hlm) < r0/3, N = 15.  
If rz/3 • tan'l(ml) < 7t02, N = 20.
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Figure 2.3 Slope calculation using critical points 

Step 5: Halving-iteration scheme 

To complete the fine-grid determination, a halving-iteration scheme is also used to add points until the fine-grid 
cross sections are within a tolerance, erm, of the actual cross-section data using linear interpolation. The fine-grid 
tolerance is less than the desired auxiliary-grid tolerance, e,., (i.e., 0.1ea. : efm < eaux). Prior to the halving
iteration scheme, the fine grid may have more than enough points to satisfy the ef criterion in all or part of the 
RRR; however, the iteration scheme ensures enough points are present in the fine grid such that the actual 
cross-section data can be reproduced to at least c.,e. In other words, the maximum difference between the actual 
cross-section data and the fine grid is e&e.  

The halving-iteration scheme that is used in the final step of the fine-grid construction is similar to the traditional 
halving scheme that is used in other resonance-processing codes such as RECONR.9 Typically, in the traditional 
halving approach, an energy mesh is constructed from a coarse grid that is based on the ENDF File 3 point data.  
During resonance reconstruction, two adjacent energy points from the coarse grid are used to define a panel. In the 
traditional halving approach, the cross-section value is calculated at the midpoint of the panel using the appropriate 
resonance formalism (e.g., Reich-Moore, Adler-Adler, etc.). In addition, the cross-section value is also estimated at 
the midpoint by linearly interpolating between the endpoints of the panel. If the estimated cross-section value is 
within a desired convergence tolerance relative to the value calculated with the resonance equations, the panel is 
converged, and the endpoints of the panel are stored in the energy grid. However, if the panel is not converged, the 
panel is divided again, and the linear-interpolation test is repeated for the smaller panel. The panel is divided into 
smaller and smaller panels until the desired convergence tolerance is achieved. As a result, points are added to the 
initial grid by halving each panel and inserting points until a desired convergence tolerance is achieved. Moreover, 
the traditional halving scheme builds the energy grid from the initial coarse-grid structure (i.e., a "bottom-up"-type 
approach). Historically, the halving approach works well if the maximum error occurs at the midpoint of the panel.  
However, if the maximum error occurs at another point within an interpolation panel (e.g., inflection point), the 
halving approach could miss an important energy point in the grid construction.
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A slightly different approach is used in POLIDENT. As opposed to using a very coarse mesh as the initial grid, a 
very-fine energy mesh is used as the initial grid for the halving-iteration scheme. An example illustration of the 
halving scheme is presented in Figure 2.4. A description of the halving scheme in Figure 2.4 is provided in the 
following discussion: 

Initially, an interpolation panel has two fine-grid points (b and a), and the panel is divided into two equal 
parts, as shown in Figure 2.4 (i.e., iteration i = 2, with midpoint at point c). In the halving approach, the 
"true" cross-section value is calculated at the midpoint (c) of the panel (i.e. a(c) ) using the appropriate 
resonance formalism. The cross-section value at c is also estimated by linearly interpolating between the 
endpoints of the panel. As shown in Figure 2.4 for the second iteration, the estimated cross-section value at 
c is not within er,¢ of the "true" cross-section value at c, and the b-a panel is not converged. Therefore, the 
lower panel that is defined by points b and c is divided into two equal parts at point d (i.e., iteration i = 3), 
and the linear-interpolation test is repeated at the midpoint. Based on the test results in the third iteration, 
the estimated cross-section value at d does not satisfy the convergence criterion, and the b-d panel must be 
halved at point e.  

In the fourth iteration, the intermediate value at e is estimated by linearly interpolating between points b and 
d; however, the b-d panel is not converged at the midpoint, and the b-e panel is divided at point f in 
iteration 5. As shown in Figure 2.4 for the fifth iteration, the estimated cross-section value at point f is 
within er: of a(f), and the convergence criterion is satisfied for the b-e panel. Therefore, point b is added 
to the energy grid. Since the convergence criterion is satisfied at point f, no other points are tested in the b
e panel. As a result, the entire panel is accepted, and the next interpolation panel that is defined by points 
e-d is evaluated. In the sixth iteration, the e-d panel is divided at point g, and the interpolation test is 
repeated at the midpoint Since the convergence criterion is satisfied at point g, point e is added to the fine 
energy grid.  

The next interpolation panel that must be considered is panel d-c, which has a midpoint at h. For the 
seventh iteration, the d-c panel does not satisfy the convergence criterion at the midpoint. Consequently, the 
d-h panel must be divided at point i. Based on the test results in the eighth iteration, the d-h panel is 
converged at point i, and point d is added to the fine energy grid. The next interpolation panel that must be 
evaluated is panel h-c, which has a midpoint at j. For the ninth iteration, the convergence criterion is 
satisfied at point j, and point h is added to the grid. In the final iteration, the c-a panel is tested at the 
midpoint k. As shown in Figure 2.4 for the tenth iteration, the convergence criterion is satisfied at the 
midpoint, and both points c and a are added to the fine energy grid.  

Once the evaluation of the fine-grid panel that was originally defined by points b and a is complete, the next 
fine-grid panel is processed. In particular, point a will define the lower boundary of the next fine-grid 
panel, and the halving-iteration scheme is repeated in the next panel. The halving procedure is repeated for 
each fine-grid panel throughout the RRR.  

Although POLIDENT uses the halving-iteration scheme, the method is different from other methods because a fine 
energy grid is largely determined prior to the implementation of the halving-iteration scheme. In addition, the 
critical points, which include the inflection points, are calculated numerically prior to using the halving-iteration 
scheme. As a result, POLIDENT uses the halving-iteration scheme as a consistency check to ensure that the desired 
fine grid is constructed. Moreover, any errors in the energy-grid construction that are attributed to the halving
iteration scheme are considered to be a second-order effect. Once the iterations are complete, a very-fine energy
grid structure is created. An example diagram of an arbitrary fine-grid structure is provided in Figure 2.5.
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Step 6: Collapse fine grid to auxiliary grid 

Once the halving-iteration scheme is complete, the auxiliary grid is collapsed from the fine energy mesh. Note that 
the fine grid for the entire resolved-resonance region can beconm very large for certain isotopes/nuclides. As a 
result, a fine grid is only used during the energy-mesh construction for a decade interval. After the fine grid is 
generated for a decade, the user or auxiliary grid is collapsed from the fine energy mesh and stored for later use.  

Initially, the critical points from the fine-mesh calculation are transferred to the auxiliary grid as shown in 
Figure 2.6. To complete the auxiliary-grid construction, each fine-grid cross-section value, o(E), between 
critical points is linearly estimated using the critical points in the auxiliary grid. Fine-grid points are added to the 
auxiliary grid between critical points until each fine-grid cross-section value can be calculated within the desired 
convergence tolerance, e.. Figure 2.7 illustrates the auxiliary-grid construction between two critical points for an 
arbitrary cross-section function. As shown in Figure 2.7, the cross-section value at energy El is linearly 
interpolated using the critical points E,1 and Ec. Since the interpolated value is not within the auxiliary-grid 
convergence tolerance, e., the panel between points E,, and Fz is divided in two, and the energy closest to the 
midpoint is selected (i.e., energy E6). Subsequently, the cross-section value at energy El is linearly interpolated 
using the points E., and E6. As shown in Figure 2.7, the interpolated cross-section value at energy E1 is not within 
the convergence criterion, and the panel is subdivided again. Following the panel division, energy point E3 is 
selected as the top value in the interpolation panel. Using energy points EF and E3, the cross-section values at 
energies E1 and E2 are successfully interpolated within the auxiliary-grid convergence tolerance. As a result, energy 
point E3 is added to the auxiliary grid. The cross-section values that correspond to the remaining energies between 
E3 and E0 are linearly estimated with these two grid points. As shown in Figure 2.7, the cross-section values that 
correspond to energies E5 and E11 can be estimated by linear interpolation within the e. convergence tolerance 
using the points E3 and Ea. Therefore, the resulting auxiliary grid is defined by energies El, E3 and Ez.
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2.2.2 Unresolved-Resonance Region 

In the unresolved-resonance region, the energy mesh is determined based on the unresolved-resonance parameters 
that are provided in the evaluation of interest. In particular, the data can be categorized as follows: 

Table 2.2 Categorization of unresolved resonance parameter formats 

Case Resonance flags Description 

1. LFW=O No fission widths are provided 
LRF = 1 All other parameters are constant 

2. LFW = 1 Fission widths are provided as a function of energy 
LRF =1 All other parameters are constant 

3. LFW = 0/1 No fission widths are provided / fission widths are provided as a 
function of energy 

LRF =2 All other parameters vary as a function of energy 

For the second and third types of data, the ENDF formats provide energies for tabulating the energy-dependent 
widths, and POLIDENT simply uses the tabulated data points for the energy grid in the unresolved-resonance 
region. With regard to the first category of data (i.e., LFW = 0 and LRF = 1), all the resonance parameters are 
energy-independent. As a result, no energy-grid values are provided in the ENDF data. Since POLIDENT needs to 
calculate an energy-dependent cross-section function in the unresolved-resonance region, an energy grid is generated 
as follows:

E(i) = Eeq - 1)Am (2.94)

where

N-i
(2.95)

and

i = energy-grid index, 
N = number of energy intervals (default value = 100), 
Ej = lower energy value for unresolved-resonance region, 
Eh = upper boundary for unresolved-resonance region, 
AE = energy increment.  

2.3 Cross-Section-Data Construction 

The preceding sections provide the mathematical basis for generating the cross-section data as a function of energy 
in the resolved- and unresolved-resonance regions. Before the data can be used by another AMPX module, the 
different functional representations for each energy range must be combined to form a single cross-section function.
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In particular, the cross-section data from the resolved and unresolved resonance regions must be combined to form 
a single function in the resonance region. Subsequently, the background cross-section data from File 3 are 
combined with the cross-section information from the resonance region to form a single cross-section function that 
is defined throughout the energy range for the evaluation of interest. In order to combine different energy-dependent 
functions, the processing code must treat the discontinuities at the energy boundaries as well as the functional 
overlap that may exist for specific energy ranges.  

Prior to describing the combining procedures that are used in POLIDENT, the different ENDF/B interpolation 
codes must be discussed. A complete description of the ENDF/B interpolation laws is provided in Ref. 1., and the 
five ENDF/B interpolation laws are summarized in Table 2.3.  

Table 2.3 ENDF/B interpolation laws 

Interpolation code Interpolation type 
1 Histogram y is constant in x 
2 Linear-linear y is linear in x 
3 Linear-log y is linear in ln(x) 
4 Log-linear In(y) is linear in x 
5 Log-log In(y) is linear in ln(x) 

An ENDF/B energy-dependent function may be divided into one or more regions with a different interpolation law 
for each region. In particular, an ENDF/B function is defined with N2 points and N1 interpolation regions. Four 
arrays are associated with each function. The energy and cross-section values are provided in two arrays with a 
length of N2. The remaining two arrays identify the location of each region (i.e., position index within the energy 
array) and type of interpolation law to use for each region. In particular, for each function, there is an NBT array 
and INT array that have a length of NI. The INT array provides the interpolation code that is to be used in the m!' 
interpolation region (i.e., 1 • m • Ni), and the NBT array provides the position index in the energy array 
separating the me and (m+l)t interpolation region (i.e., NBT(m) = n; 1 < n • N2). For example, consider an 
arbitrary function with 100 points (N2 = 100) and 3 interpolation regions (Nl = 3) as described in Table 2.4. For 
the arbitrary ENDF/B function, the first interpolation region is defined for energy point 1 through energy point 27, 
and the corresponding interpolation law as defined in Table 2.3 for the first region is log-log interpolation (i.e., 
INT(l) = 5). Likewise, log-linear interpolation is specified for the second region, and linear-linear interpolation is 
specified for the third region.  

Table 2.4 Example ENDF/B function 

Energy and cross-section arrays Interpolation arrays 

Point index (n) E(n) (eV) o(n) (barns) Region index (m) NBT(m) INT(m) 
27 5.5 x 102  70.4 1 27 5 
67 1.0 x 104  25.2 2 67 4 

100 2.0 x 107 3.5 3 100 2
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Regarding POLIDENT, The task of combining two ENDF/B arrays or functions to form a final function is 
controlled by the AMPX library subroutine COMB2, which is identified in the logical program flow in Section 3.4.  
The following discussion provides a description of the procedures for combining different energy-dependent 
functions.  

2.3.1 Combining Functions without Discontinuities 

Consider two functions A and B that are defined over the energy intervals [EA1 , EA. NA] and [EBl, EB. NBI, 
respectively. The objective is to combine A and B to form a new function C between energies EI, and EM (E4, < Eh).  
For example, A could represent the cross-section function that is constructed from the resonance parameters (i.e., 
from ENDF File 2) in the resonance region, and B could represent the background cross-section data (i.e., from 
ENDF File 3) that are to be combined with function A. With regard to the combining routines in the AMPX 
library, the intervals for A and B can lie completely within EI, and EM, or one or both functions may only be 
partially within [E,, EJ]. For simplicity, assume that the two functions do not have discontinuities. Note that a 
discussion for the treatment of discontinuities is provided in Section 2.3.2. A schematic diagram of the arbitrary 
functions A and B is provided in Figure 2.8.  

For the simplest case, the last energy point of one function may correspond to the first energy point of the second 
function. For example, E4 NA may be equal to EBI, or EB, t may be equal to E4,. In either case, the two functions 
overlap at a single point, and the new function is created by adding the two functions together. If EA NA is equal to 
EB,I, the final function will be defined over the interval [E,1, EB NB], and the point of overlap is treated by discarding 
the first point of B, as shown in Figure 2.9. If EB, NB is equal to E.1, the final function will be defined over the 
interval [EB,, EA m], and the point of overlap is treated by discarding the first point of A.  

If A and B overlap at more than one point within [El, EM], the combining procedures become more complex.  
Initially, the two functions are examined for discontinuities; however, as noted previously, A and B are assumed to 
be free of discontinuities for the present discussion. Subsequently, the interpolation regions are examined to ensure 
that the two functions conform to the ENDF/B laws. If problems are encountered with either function, POLIDENT 
prints a warning message but does not stop execution. Therefore, the output file should always be examined for 
possible problems in the cross-section function.  

In order to combine A and B between E4o and EM, a search is performed in the energy arrays of both functions to 
find the first energy point within [EM,,, EIM]. The procedure for combining two functions is best demonstrated by an 
arbitrary example, and the following discussion demonstrates the combining procedures for constructing the new 
function C by combing A and B. A schematic diagram of the arbitrary functions A and B, which overlap within 
[E,, EM], is provided in Figure 2.10.  

For the present discussion, i andj are the indices of the energy points in A and B, respectively. As shown in 
Figure 2.10, the first energy points within [EM, EM] for A and B are E,4, and EBj, respectively. Therefore, the first 
interpolation panel for A is (E41.,, EA), and the first interpolation panel for B is (EBj,-, EBJ). Typically, EM, and EM 
will correspond to energy points in one or both functions to be combined; however, for illustrative purposes, EI, 
does not correspond to an energy value within either function. As shown in Figure 2.10, EM, is within the first 
interpolation panel for both functions, and E4 i is less than EB,. Initially, the first panel of the new function C will 
be constructed between EM and E4 i.  

As noted previously, the AMPX library routine COMB2 controls the combining process for the two functions.  
Once the first panel for the new function is identified, COMB2 calls the AMPX library routine COMBI2 to
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construct the new function within the first panel. Initially, COMBI2 is called with the panel between E1o and EA, 
and the first interpolation panels for A and B. Also COMBI2 is called with the AMPX library function that defines 
how to combine the A and B.

A(E) 

B(E)

EAJ E

I N 
/•ED ).B E

Figure 2.8 Two arbitrary energy-dependent functions to be combined
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Figure 2.9 Arbitrary example for combining two functions that overlap at a singe energy point
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Within the AMPX library, there are four procedures that can be used to combine two energy-dependent functions, 
and the available operations are identified in Table 2.5. The operation name in Table 2.5 is the AMPX library 
name specified in the call to COMBI2. In POLIDENT, the functions are combined using the ADDIT operation.  

Table 2.5 Combining operations available in AMPX 

Operation name Description Operation (CON = constant) 
ADDIT Add functions A and B C=A+Bx CON 
SUBIT Subtract functions A and B C = A - B x CON 

MULTIT Multiply functions A and B C=AxBx CON 
DIVIT Divide functions A and B C=AI(Bx CON) 

In the call to COMB12, the endpoints of the interpolation panel for the new function are passed as EL and EH.  
For the first interpolation panel in the new function, EL is set equal to Et,, and EH is set equal to E4 ,. A schematic 
diagram for the interpolation panel [E1 , E, i is provided in the detailed portion of Figure 2.10. Prior to combining 
A and B, the values at EL and EH are obtained by interpolating in A and B in accordance with the appropriate 
ENDF/B interpolation law. As shown in Figure 2.10, AL and AH are the interpolated values of A at EL and EH, 
respectively. If the interpolation law is linear-linear, the values of AL and AH are obtained as follows: 

AL = Ai 1 + A(EL - EA, (E) (2.96) 

E4 j - EAji_ 

A = A 1 + A, (- _ - E-EA- 1 ) " (2.97) 

Since EH is equal to E4 j, the value for AH is equal to Aj. Likewise, if the interpolation law is linear-linear, BL and BH 
are the interpolated values of B at EL and EH, respectively: 

Bj - Bj_1(- _EjjI'(.8 
BL = B_+ - (EL - E(9 

-1 E B - E Bj- 1 ,(.8 

BH + Bj - Bj_-1 (EH - EBJ-)" (2.99) 

-1 +EBj - EB,l H1 

The values of the new function C at EL and EH, are obtained using ADDYT: 

CL = AL + BL x CON, (2.100) 

CH = AH + BH x CON. (2.101) 

In POLIDENT, the combining procedure is performed with CON set to 1.
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Before the interpolation panel [EL, EHI is accepted for the new function, the panel is tested to ensure that 
intermediate values within the panel can be interpolated to within a specified tolerance EPS. In particular, 
COMBI2 is called with the EPS tolerance for combining the two functions. For example, a value of 0.0001 is used 
to produce a function that is represented to a precision of 0.01%. To perform the test, the [EL, EH] panel is halved 
to obtain the midpoint E'.  

Em (EL + EH). (2.102) 
2 

A detailed diagram of the [EL, EH] panel is provided in Figure 2.11. The values at the panel midpoint, EM, are 
obtained for A, B and C. If the interpolation law is linear-linear, Equations (2.103) and (2.104) are used to 
calculate A(EM) and B(EM), respectively: 

AM = A(EM) = Ai-1 + i-i (EM - EA,-) (2.103) 
EA,i - EA ,l -1 

and 
+ B_-B.

BM = - B(EM) = B. + E _ (EM - EBJ-) . (2.104) 

The value of C at EM is CM is given by the following equation: 

CM =AM+BMx CON. (2.105) 

The testing procedure assumes that the "exact" functional value of C at EM is CM. In order to test the interpolation 
panel, the value at EM is also obtained by interpolating in C between EL and EH. If linear-linear interpolation is 
used, the value of C at EM is estimated as follows: 

C,.t = C,1 t(Em) = CL + CH - CLL(EM - EL). (2.106) 
E H -EL 

The interpolation panel is accepted if the following criterion is satisfied: 

Cest CM < EPS. (2.107) 

CM 

If the convergence test as defined by Equation (2.107) is not satisfied at EM, the combining routines have the 
capability to try different ENDF/B interpolation procedures; however, by default, POLUDENT only tries to 
construct the function using linear-linear interpolation. If the convergence test is not satisfied, the [EL, EH], and the 
testing procedure as defined in Equations (2.100) through (2.107) is repeated for the smaller panel (i.e., [EL, EM] ) 
as shown in Figure 2.11. Each time the convergence criterion in Equation (2.107) is not satisfied, the panel is 
halved and the testing procedure is repeated. For the [EL, EM] panel in Figure 2.11, the convergence test is 
satisfied, and the energy point EM is added to the grid. Once the [EL, EM] panel is successfully converged, the 
testing procedure is repeated for the [EM, EH] panel. As shown in Figure 2.11, the convergence criterion is satisfied 
at the midpoint of the [EM, EH] panel, and the points that are needed to define the original panel (i.e., [EL, EH] ) are 
EL, Em and E.,
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2.3.2 Combining Functions with Discontinuities 

The procedures for combining two functions, A and B, without discontinuities are provided in the previous section.  
If A and B overlap at more than one point in the combining region, [ E, , EhJ ], the two functions are examined for 
discontinuities, and the locations of the discontinuities within the energy array of each function are stored for each 
function. For example, if EAi., is equal to E4, and A(EA i-I) is not equal to A(EA j), the value of i is stored as the 
location of the discontinuity in the A function. The maximunm number of discontinuities in a function is limited to 
25 by the AMPX library routine COMB2. If the discontinuity limit is exceeded, an error message is printed and the 
program stops execution. Once the discontinuities are identified, the interpolation regions are examined to ensure 
that the two functions conform to the ENDF/B laws. As noted in Section 2.3.1, if problems are encountered with 
either function, POLIDENT prints a warning message but does not stop execution.  

As in the previous section, i andj are the indices of the energy points in A and B, respectively. In order to combine 
A and B between El, and Eh, a search is performed in the energy arrays of both functions to find the first energy 
point within [EI., Ehj. For the present discussion, A and B are energy-dependent functions, and either one or both 
functions can have one or more discontinuities. With the exception of the points of discontinuity, the procedures for 
combining A and B are analogous to the procedures that are presented in Section 2.3.1. In other words, A and B are 
combined using the procedures that are presented in Section 2.3.1 until a point of discontinuity is reached in one or 
both functions. If a panel in either function has a discontinuity, the procedures that are presented in this section are 
used to process the discontinuity. For discussion purposes in this section, the energy points with a possible 
discontinuity in the combining region for A and B are EA, and EBJ, respectively. Therefore, the corresponding 
interpolation panel with a discontinuity in A is [EA.-,, Ej], and the corresponding interpolation panel for B is [EBi-, 
E.J. After processing the discontinuity, the combining procedures from Section 2.3.1 are used to combine A and 
B until the next point of discontinuity is reached. Since the procedures for combining functions without 
discontinuities is addressed in Section 2.3.1, this section only describes the specific steps for processing the 
discontinuity that may be present in one or both functions.  

Recall that the locations of discontinuities within each function are identified and stored prior to combining the two 
functions. Consequently, E,• is examined to see if the energy point corresponds to a point of discontinuity in A.  
Likewise, EB, is examined to see if the energy point corresponds to a point of discontinuity in B. There are seven 
different cases that the AMPX combining routines must consider before processing a discontinuity. Each possible 
case is identified in Table 2.6. For each case in Table 2.6, there is a corresponding schematic diagram presented in 
Figures 2.12 and 2.13 to aide in the visualization of the possible discontinuities.  

If both the ti' andjf panels of A and B, respectively, correspond to a discontinuity in A and B, the case corresponds 
to Case I of Table 2.6 and Figure 2.12. The AMPX library routine DISCON is used to process the discontinuity.  
For Case 1, both A and B have a discontinuity at E4, and EBj, respectively, and E41 is equal to EB',. Note that the 
KTYPE flag in Table 2.6 is equal to 0 for Case 1. The KTYPE=O flag indicates that both functions have a 
discontinuity at the same energy point. As a result, the new function mast be obtained by combining A and B at the 
point of discontinuity (i.e., E4 i = EBJ), which is the second point in the panel for A and B. The combined functional 
value at Ej is obtained using the AMPX library function ADDIT: 

C(EAZi) = A(EA'j) + B(EAi) x CON, (2.108) 

In POLMDENT, the combining procedure is performed with CON set to 1.  

For Case 2 of Table 2.6 and Figure 2.12, the first point of B is not a discontinuity in B; however, EB, corresponds 
to the point of discontinuity in A (i.e., E4 j = EBj). As noted in the last column of Table 2.6, a pseudo point, (EBl, 
0.), is defined for the panel in B. As a result, DISCON is called with the set of points that are denoted in the last
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column of Table 2.6 for Case 2. In addition, the KTYPE=0 flag indicates that both A and B have a "discontinuity" 
at EL = EBI. Note that the pseudo point for Case 2 is passed to DISCON as the first point in the panel for the B 
function. Therefore, DISCON does not use the pseudo point in B, and A and B are combined at the second point in 
the panel (i.e., (E,4 j, Ai) and (EB 1, B1) ) using Equation 2.108.  

Regarding Case 3 of Table 2.6 and Figure 2.12, the last point of B is not a discontinuity in B; however, EBNB 
corresponds to the point of discontinuity in A (i.e., E£4 = E3 NB). The procedure for Case 3 is analogous to Case 2; 
however, the pseudo point is passed to DISCON as the second point in the panel for the B function. As a result, A 
and B are combined at the second point in the panel using Equation 2.108. Note that pseudo point corresponds to 
B(EB, N = EAf) = 0., and the value of C at E4 , is A(E, j).  

In Case 4 of Table 2.6 and Figure 2.12, a discontinuity is only present in the i/ panel of A at E4j , and thefp panel 
of B is free of any discontinuity. In order to combine A and B, DISCON is called with the set of points that are 
denoted in the last column of Table 2.6 for Case 4 and the points of thejf panel in B. In addition, the KTYPE=I 
indicates that the discontinuity is in the first function (i.e., A). When the discontinuity is only in A, the value of B at 
EA4 i is obtained by interpolating in B using the appropriate ENDF/B interpolation law. Subsequently, the functional 
value of C at E£ i is obtained using Equation 2.108.  

The remaining discussion in this section addresses Cases 5 through 7 of Table 2.6 and Figure 2.13. The procedure 
for Case 5 in Table 2.6 is analogous to the procedure for Case 4; however, the discontinuity is only present in thejl 
panel of B at EBj, and the i' panel of A is free of any discontinuity. In order to combine A and B, DISCON is 
called with the set of points that are denoted in the last column of Table 2.6 for Case 5 and the points of the il 
panel in A. In addition, the KTYPE=2 indicates that the discontinuity is in the second function (i.e., B). When the 
discontinuity is only in B, the value of A at EB, j is obtained by interpolating in A using the appropriate ENDF/B 
interpolation law. Subsequently, the functional value of C at EBj is obtained as follows: 

C(EB,j) = A(EB,j) + B(EB,j) x CON. (2.109) 

The remaining cases in Table 2.6 are similar to Cases 2 and 3, except that the discontinuity is in B. For Case 6, the 
first point of A is not a discontinuity in A; however, £4) corresponds to the point of discontinuity in B (i.e., EB,j = 

£4 1). As noted in the last column of Table 2.6 for Case 6, a pseudo point, (E4 1, 0.), is defined for the panel in A, 
and DISCON is called with the set of points that are denoted in the last column of Table 2.6 for Case 6. As noted 
previously, the KTYPE=0 flag indicates that both A and B have a "discontinuity" at EB, j = E£ . In order to obtain 
the final functional value at the point of discontinuity, A and B are combined at the second point in the panel (i.e., 
(E4 1, A1) and (E.,, B,) ) using Equation 2.109.  

Regarding Case 7, the last point of A is not a discontinuity in A; however, E£ NA corresponds to the point of 
discontinuity in B (i.e., E£j = EA NA). The procedure for Case 7 is analogous to Case 3; however, a pseudo point, 
(E£ ", 0.), is defined for the panel in A, and the pseudo point is passed to DISCON as the second point in the panel 
for the A function. As a result, A and B are combined at the second point in the panel using Equation 2.109. Note 
that the pseudo point corresponds to A(EA N = EB, j) = 0., and the value of C at EBj is B(EB.j).
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Table 2.6 Possible cases for processing discontinuities in energy-dependent functions

Case 
1

Description 

Both functions in their respective panels 
have a discontinuity.

2 Discontinuity in A. First energy point in 
B corresponds to discontinuity in A.  
No discontinuity in first panel of B.  

3 Discontinuity in A. Last energy point in B 
corresponds to discontinuity in A.  
No discontinuity in last panel of B.  

4 Discontinuity only in panel for A.  

5 Discontinuity only in panel for B.  

6 Discontinuity in B. First energy point in 
A corresponds to discontinuity in B.  
No discontinuity in first panel of A.  

7 Discontinuity in B. Last energy point in A 
corresponds to discontinuity in B.  
No discontinuity in last panel of A.

Flag 
(KrTYPE)a

EA, i. = EA i ; Ai-. • Ai 
EB,-., = EBj ; BI-, •Bj

EA, i-,= EA i ; A.., # Ai 
EBl = EA i

EA. -, = EA.i ; A.1 * Ai 
ERn = EA i

EA, i. = EA i ; Ai., # Ai 

EBj-_ = EBj ; Bý_, # Bj 

EB, =EB, ; BF, , Bj EA], = EB.J

Ek,,-= EBj;B 1 , # B 
ENA = EBR i

0

0

0

1 

2 

0

0

Points of 
discontinuity 

(EA. -11 Ai-1) 
(EA iq, A) 

(EB2 .:1, BI-,) 
(EB,j, Bj) 

(EA i-, Ai-1 ) 
(EA, i, Ai) 

(EB,1, 0 .)b 

(EB, 1, BI) 

(EA j-11 Ai-1) 
(EA j, A) 

(EB, m, BNB) (EB, N, 0.)b 

(EA i-., A..I) 
(E4 j, A) 

(E,.,.f B2 I) 
(EB. j,Bj) 

(EA•1, 0 -)Y 
(EA 1, A,) 

(EBJ.l, B,,1) 
(EBj, B,) 

(EA, NA, ANA) 

(E4 NA, 0.) 

(EB,, Bj)

aFlag passed to AMPX library routine DISCON to identify the type of discontinuity to process. KTYPE=O 
(discontinuity in panel in both functions); KTYPE=l (discontinuity in panel of first function); and KTYPE=2 
(discontinuity in panel of second function).  

'Pseudo point defined for processing discontinuity with KTYPE=O.
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Figure 2.12 Schematic diagrams of discontinuities for cases 1 through 4 of Table 2.6 
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Figure 2.13 Schematic diagrams of discontinuities for cases 5 through 7 of Table 2.6 
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3 LOGICAL PROGRAM FLOW 

The following sections outline the logical program flow of POLIDENT. Because of the number of subroutines 
involved in the program, the logical flow description is divided into separate sections. Consequently, an overall 
flow diagram for the program is not provided. Each section describes a portion of the program flow with an 
abbreviated flow diagram. In the subsequent flow diagrams, the POLIDENT subroutines are shown with the 
names enclosed by boxes, and the AMPX library routines are depicted without boxes. A brief description of each 
subroutine is provided with the accompanying flowchart. In each abbreviated flowchart, a POLIDENT subroutine 
box may also have an arrow indicating additional information. The additional flow logic associated with each 
arrow is described in greater detail in another section.  

3.1 Program Initiation 

Figure 3.1 provides a flow diagram for the initiation of POLIDENT.  
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Figure 3.1 Flowchart for program initiation
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The function of this portion of the code is to perform the initialization tasks for program execution. In particular, 
the program reads the first data block of the input file, determines the type of problem to execute and the amount of 
core needed for the problem. Subsequently, POLIDENT calls the AMPX library routine ALOCAT, which 
allocates the requested storage space for the problem and calls the controlling subroutine SPARKY.  

POLIDENT: The main program that opens the user input file and reads the first block of data for the problem.  
In addition, POLIDENT calls MESAGE to print the banner page, and SPARKY is called after the 
required storage space is obtained by ALOCAT.  

UWTAB: Library routine that is called to generate a table of the complex-probability integral that will be 
used to calculate the line-shape functions for the unresolved-resonance treatmnnt.  

OPNFIL: Library routine that initializes the input and output logical units as well as the scratch devices.  

In addition, OPNFIL initializes the cross-section output units LOGP and LOGP1.  

MESAGE: Library routine that prints the banner page on the logical output device.  

FIDAS: Library routine that reads the FIDO input structure.  

FILLY: Library routine that writes a message to the logical output file describing the cross-section output 
file (i.e., descriptive title, data set name and volume).  

ALOCAT: Assembly language program that is called with three arguments. The first argument is a 
subroutine name, and the second argument is the maximum number of words of storage to be 
allocated. ALOCAT calls subroutine SPARKY with two argunents, an array nanm and the 
corresponding array length. The third argument is prefixed by an asterisk and specifies the 
statement number to return to if there is insufficient space to execute the problem.  

SPARKY: Controlling subroutine for POLIDENT. SPARKY, which is called by ALOCAT, controls the 
overall flow of POLIDENT and is described in more detail in Section 3.2.
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3.2 Overall Program Flow 

SPARKY is designed to direct the primary flow of POLIDENT (Figure 3.2). Moreover, SPARKY reads the 
remaining user-input data for each requested nuclide, sets up the problem, reads the ENDF File 1 information, calls 
the appropriate subroutine (i.e., RESN) to read and process the ENDF resonance data and combines the File 3 
cross-section data with the cross sections from the resonance region. The continuous-energy cross sections are 
stored in a binary TABI format that can be read by other AMPX modules.

F 0 F 
I P I 
D N L 
A F L 
S I y 

L
0 
P 
N 
F I 
L

Figure 3.2 Flowchart for overall program flow
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SPARKY: Reads the user-input data and prints the appropriate information on the logical-output device.  
Subsequently, SPARKY calls FILEIP to read the ENDF File 1 directory information. Subroutine 
RESN is called to read the resonance data from File 2 and to process the data accordingly.  
The cross sections that are produced from RESN are stored on a scratch device for later retrieval.  
If the resonance data from a previous problem were processed, the resonance calculations do not 
need to be repeated. As a result, a restart problem may be specified, and subroutine RESTARTR 
is called to read the cross sections from the resonance region. Once the cross sections are 
generated for the resonance region, subroutine BLOCKR constructs the cross sections in the 
resonance region by combining the cross-section arrays from the resolved- and unresolved
resonance region. Subsequently, subroutine FILE3 combines the cross sections from File 3 with 
the resonance-region cross sections and treats the discontinuities that may be present at the 
boundaries of the different regions. Upon completion, the continuous-energy cross sections are 
stored on LOGP in a binary TABI format. A summary of the subroutines called by SPARKY is 
provided in Table 3.1, and a complete description of each subroutine in Table 3.1 is provided in the 
following discussion.  

Table 3.1 Summary of subroutines called by SPARKY 

Subroutine Function Condition 

FIDAS Reads the user-input data specified for each nuclide Always 

OPNFIL Initializes ENDF cross-section files Always 

FILLY Prints message describing ENDF cross-section file Always 

FILE1P Reads the ENDF File 1 information Always 

RESN Processes resonance data from ENDF File 2 If restart problem is not 
specified 

BLOCKR Reads cross sections from different regions of the Always 
resonance region and combines the data arrays to 
construct continuous-energy cross-section data for 
resonance region 

RESTARTR Reads cross sections from resonance region If restart unit is specified 

FILE3 Reads and processes cross-section data from ENDF File 3 Always
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FIDAS: POLIDENT can processes NNUC nuclides as specified by the user. Within SPARKY, there is a 
loop over NNUC, and the library routine FIDAS reads the user-specified input for each nuclide to 
be processed.  

OPNFIL: Library routine used to open ENDF data files. If restart information is specified, OPNFIL 
initializes the restart file.  

FILLY: Library routine that writes a message to the logical-output file describing the input ENDF 
cross-section file (i.e., descriptive title, data set name and volume).  

FILEIP: Subroutine that processes the information in File I of the ENDF cross-section file.  

CALGNU: If 1i data are provided, the multiplicity data may be given as a polynomial that is to 
be constructed from a set of coefficients. This subroutine constructs the 
appropriate polynomial representation for ', from the coefficients specified in 
File 1.  

RESN: Subroutine that generates continuous-energy cross sections from the paranmters that are specified 
in File 2 of the ENDF file system.  

BLOCKR: Subroutine that reads the blocks of cross-section data that are generated by RESN for the 
resonance regions. BLOCKR combines the blocks of data and treats the corresponding 
discontinuities that may be present. The complete continuous-energy cross-section representation 
for each reaction in the resonance region is stored on a scratch device for futher processing in 
subroutine FILE3.  

RESTARTR: If the resonance parameters from a previous case were processed completely and the corresponding 
cross-section data are available, the problem can be restarted without repeating the resonance 
calculations. Subroutine RESTARTR is used to read the blocks of cross-section data from the 
resonance region and prepare the data for processing by BLOCKR.  

OPNFIL: Library routine that is used to initialize the restart data file.  

FILE3: Subroutine that reads the continuous-energy cross-section data from File 3 of the ENDF file 
system. Subsequently, the data from File 3 are combined with the continuous-energy cross 
sections in the resonance region. The complete continuous-energy cross-section array is stored on 
LOGP in a TAB1 format for further processing by other AMPX modules.
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3.3 Resonance Processing 

Figure 3.3 provides a flow diagram for the resonance processing in POLIDENT.
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Figure 3.3 Flowchart for resonance processing
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Logical Program Flow

TMP2: Subroutine that reads the File 2 resonance information for a specific nuclide and stores the data for 
later retrieval.  

RDENDF: Library routine that searches for a specific set of MAT, MF and MT values on an 
ENDF tape. Additional subroutine entries are provided to read specific ENDF 
records.  

RIEAD: Entry in RDENDF that searches an ENDF tape for a HEAD record corresponding 
to a specific MAT, MF and MT.  

RCONT: Entry in RDENDF that searches an ENDF tape for a CONT record corresponding 
to a specific MAT, MF and MT.  

RUST: Entry in RDENDF that searches an ENDF tape for a LIST record corresponding 
to a specific MAT, MF and MT.  

RESNl: Subroutine that processes the resonance information and generates continuous-energy cross 
sections for the resonance region.  

SMACK: Subroutine that is used in the resolved-resonance region to construct a problem
dependent energy mesh for calculating cross sections using the single-level, 
multi-level Breit-Wigner or Reich-Moore representations.  

MESHPT: Subroutine that determines array pointers for the energy-mesh 
calculation.  

CLEAR: Library routine that is called to zero the values of a specific array.  

MESHED: Subroutine that calculates the problem-dependent energy nmsh.  

RESR: Subroutine that processes the single- or multi-level Breit-Wigner parameters and calculates the 
cross sections on the energy grid that is generated in SMACK 

LRF123: Subroutine that processes the Reich-Moore paranmters and calculates the cross sections on the 
energy grid that is generated in SMACK 

ADLER: Subroutine that processes the Adler-Adler parameters and calculates the cross sections on the 
energy grid that is generated by SMESHA.  

SMESHA: Subroutine that generates a lethargy mesh by ensuring that a constant cross
section ratio is maintained between lethargy points. The lethargy-grid points are 
converted to energy in subroutine ADLER for calculating cross-section values.  

RESU: Library routine that reads and processes the unresolved-resonance data.
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3.3.1 Mesh Generation 

Figure 3.4 provides a flow diagram for the energy-mesh generation in POLIDENT.
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Figure 3.4 Flowchart for energy-mesh generation

Library routine used for timing the energy-mesh calculation.  

Subroutine that divides the resolved-resonance region and estimates the initial energy increment 
based on the resonance parameters.  

Subroutine that calculates the cross-section value at a specific energy using the single-level, 
multi-level Breit-Wigner or Reich-Moore representation.  

STOP: Library routine that is used to stop program execution if problems are encountered 

with the resonance parameters.  

NVERT: Library routine that inverts a complex matrix.
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MAXMIN: 

MAXMIN2: 

ORDER: 

ORDER2: 

ADDMOR: 

TESTER: 

FINDIT: 

ORDER3: 

STOP: 

CLEAR: 

SCRUB:

Logical Program Flow 

XMULT: Library routine that forms the product of two complex matrices.  

Subroutine that calculates the critical points (i.e., maximun, mininmm and inflection) for the total 
cross section as a function of energy.  

Subroutine that calculates the critical points for the capture and fission cross sections.  

Subroutine that places an energy grid and corresponding cross-section value in ascending order.  

Subroutine that places an energy grid and five corresponding cross-section values in ascending 
order.  

Subroutine that adds points between fine grid energy values using a halving-iteration scheme.  

LRF1234R: Refer to previous description.  

Subroutine that tests each fine-grid point between critical points and determines the energy points 
that are needed to satisfy the user-specified-convergence tolerance.  

FINDIT: Subroutine that locates a specific energy point in an array.  

STOP: Library routine that stops program execution if problems are encountered 
with the energy grid.  

AHALF: Subroutine that locates the nearest midpoint between two critical points on the fine 
grid.  

Refer to previous description.  

Subroutine that performs the same function as ORDER2, except the subroutine also 
accommodates power-interpolation parameters.  

Library routine that stops program execution if an error is encountered in calculating the energy 
mesh.  

Library routine that is called to zero the values of a specific array.  

Subroutine that removes duplicate values in an array.
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3.3.2 Resolved Region 

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 provide flow diagrams for processing Breit-Wigner and Reich-Moore resonance data, 
respectively, in POLIDENT.
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Figure 3.5 Flowchart for processing single- and multi-level Breit-Wigner resonance data 

If the data in File 2 have Breit-Wigner resonance paraneters in the resolved energy range, subroutine RESR is used 
to calculate the cross-section values on the energy grid from subroutine SMACK using the appropriate resonance 
parameters.

Library routine that stops program execution if problems are encountered with the calculation of 
cross-section values from the Breit-Wigner parameters.  

Library routine that moves one array to another array.

COMPER: Library routine that compresses a function to a specified tolerance.

TERPI: Library routine that considers two points (x1 , yi) and (x2, y2) and interpolates a 
value y given a value x that is between x, and x2.
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Figure 3.6 Flowchart for processing Reich-Moore resonance data

If the resonance parameters in File 2 require the Reich-Moore representation in the resolved region, subroutine 
LRF123 is used to calculate the cross-section values on the energy grid from subroutine SMACK using the 
appropriate resonance parameters.  

STOP: Library routine that stops program execution if problems are encountered with the calculation of 
cross-section values from the Reich-Moore parameters.  

NVERT: Library routine that inverts a complex matrix.  

XMULT: Library routine that forms the product of two complex matrices.  

MOVE: Library routine that moves one array to another array.  

COWPER: Library routine that compresses a function to a specified tolerance.

TERPI: Library routine that considers two points (x1, Yi) and (x2, y2) and interpolates a 
value y given a value x that is between x, and x2 .
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3.3.3 Unresolved Region 

Figure 3.7 provides a flow diagram for processing unresolved-resonance data in POLUDENT.  

RESUI: Library routine that determines the energy grid for calculating cross sections in the unresolved 
resonance region. Three possible cases are considered:
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Figure 3.7 Flowchart for processing unresolved-resonance data 

1. No fission widths are given and all other paraneters are constant (i.e., LFW = 0 and 
LRF = 1). The unresolved-resonance region is divided into equally spaced 
intervals.  

2. Fission widths are provided as a function of energy and all other paraneters are 
constant (i.e., LFW = 1 and LRF = 1). The energy-grid points are provided with the 
unresolved-resonance data.  

3. All paraneters vary as a function of energy (i.e., LFW = 0 or 1 and LRF = 2).  
The energy-grid points are provided with the unresolved-resonance data.
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RESU2: Library routine that calculates unresolved cross sections based on the resonance-parameter data 
from File 2. Cross-section values are calculated at grid points that are provided by RESU1.  

TERPO: Library routine that considers two vectors x and y, and interpolates a value yy given 
an argument xx that is in x.  

TERPN: Library routine that considers the two-dinmnsional arrays x and y, and interpolates a 
value yy given an argument xx that is in x.  

AJKU: Library routine that calculates the J and K integrals that are used to compute the 
isolated-resonance-fluctuation integrals.
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3.4 Post-Resonance Processing 

Subroutine BLOCKR is used to process the blocks of cross-section data that are generated for the resonance region 
(Figure 3.8). For example, the resolved- and unresolved-resonance data are processed separately. Consequently, 
POLIDENT must combine the cross-section data from the resolved region with the corresponding cross-section 
data from the unresolved-resonance region. In addition, the resolved-resonance region could be divided into 
different energy ranges. As a result, the cross-section data from the resolved region may consist of multiple cross
section arrays that must be combined to form a single cross-section array. The combining procedure must consider 
any discontinuities that may exist between the two arrays or functions of data.  
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Figure 3.8 Flowchart for processing cross-section data from resonance region
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FSORT: Subroutine that sorts the blocks of cross-section data from the resonance region based on the lower 
or upper energy value of the data range (i.e., EL or EH).  

ISORT: Subroutine that sorts the blocks of cross-section data from the resonance calculation based on the 
MT number.  

COMB2: Library routine that considers two functions and combines the two functions by addressing the 

different interpolation schemes and/or discontinuities at the boundary of each function.  

DISCON: Library routine that evaluates the points of discontinuity in two functions a and b.  

TERPI: Library routine that considers two points (xj, Yi) and (x2, y2) and 
interpolates a value y given a value x that is between x, and x2.  

COMBI2: Library routine that controls the combining of panels from one function (xl, Ya1), 
(xe, y2) with the panel from a second function (xbl, yb), (xb2, yb2).  

COMBI3: Library routine that controls the combining of panels from two 
functions if the range of one of the functions has been exceeded.  

TERP1: Refer to previous description.  

STACKR: Subroutine that combines two functions that do not overlap into a single function.  

MOVEBK Subroutine that moves a one-dimnsional (1-D) array x to a 1-D array y, beginning with the last 
element and proceeding to the first elemnat.  

WRTAB1: Subroutine that writes the cross-section data on a scratch device in an ENDF TAB1 format.
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Subroutine FILE3 completes the continuous-energy cross-section construction by combining the cross-section data 
from the resonance region with the background cross-section values from File 3 of the ENDF file system 
(Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9 Flowchart for combining File 3 data with cross sections from the resonance region 
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PSNLIB: Library routine that searches for a specific set of MAT, MF and MT values on an ENDF tape.  

XCONT: Entry in library routine RDENDF that reads an ENDF CONT record.  

RTABI: Entry in library routine RDENDF that searches an ENDF tape for a TAB l record corresponding 
to a specific MAT, MF and MT.  

RCONT: Entry in RDENDF that searches an ENDF tape for a CONT record corresponding to a specific 
MAT, MF and MT.  

TH[CKN: Subroutine that adds points to the background energy grid by ensuring that a constant cross-section 
ratio is maintained between energy points.  

TERPI: Library routine that considers two points (xj, Yi) and (x2, y2) and interpolates a value 
y given a value x that is between x, and x2.  

GRATE: Library routine that integrates the cross-section function over a specified energy 
range.  

MOVE: Library routine that moves one array to another array.  

COMB2: Library routine that considers two functions and combines the two functions by addressing the 
different interpolation schemes and/or discontinuities at the boundary of each function.  

DISCON: Library routine that evaluates the points of discontinuity in two functions a and b.  

TERPI: Library routine that considers two points (x1, yi) and (x2, y2) and 
interpolates a value y given a value x that is between x, and x2.  

COMB12: Library routine that controls the combining of panels from one function (x,1 , Yai), 
(x,2 y.) with the panel from a second function (XbI, ybl), (xb2, Ybz).  

COMBI3: Library routine that controls the combining of panels from two 
functions if the range of one of the functions has been exceeded.  

TERP1: Refer to previous description.  

STOP: Library routine that stops program execution if problems are encountered while combining the 
cross-section data from the resonance region with the background cross-section values.  

WRTABI: Subroutine that writes the cross-section data on the logical unit LOGP in an ENDF TAB1 format.
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4 INPUT DATA GUIDE 

POLIDENT uses the FIDO input method, which is described in Appendix D, for specifying the input data for a 
problem. The following section provides a detailed description of the POLIDENT input options.  

4.1 FIDO Input Structure 

Block 1.  

-1$ Core Allocation [1]

1. NWORD - Number of words to allocate (1000000) 

0$ Output Library [3]

1. LOGP
2. LOGP1 
3. LOGRES -

Output unit with cross sections in TAB1 format (31).  
Output unit with File 1 and abbreviated File 2 information (32).  
Restart unit (0).

Note: When the resonance calculation is complete, the cross sections from the resonance calculation are 
typically stored on scratch device 18. While processing an evaluation in BLOCKR or FILE3, a problem 
could be encountered following the resonance calculation (e.g., storage limit exceeded, parameter index 
exceeded, etc.). Therefore, the user can rename logical unit 18 to a restart unit (LOGRES). After 
correcting the input problem, the cross sections from the resonance region can be read from the restart unit 
as opposed to repeating the resonance calculation.  

1$ Number of Cases [1]

1. NNUC- Number of nuclides to process

T Terminate Block 1.  

Repeat Block 2 NNUC times.  

Block 2.  

2$ ENDF/B Data Source [4]

1. MATNO 
2. NDFB
3. MODE
4. NVERS -

ENDF Material identifier for nuclide to be processed.  
Logical unit number for ENDF library (11).  
ENDF library format (1 - binary/2 - BCD) (1).  
Version of ENDF data (6).
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4* Floating-Point Parameters [14]

1. EPS- To construct a final function, POLIDENT must combine strings of point data from File 3 
with resolved- and unresolved-data arrays. The final function contains enough points such 
that any intermediate value is accurate to EPS (0.001 or 0.1%).

Note: Options 2 through 4 are only used for processing nuclides with the Adler-Adler formalism. Option 
5 is used for specifying the fractional-convergence tolerance for an energy nmsh with all resonance 
formalisms except Adler-Adler.

2. R
3. XNP
4. XGT

5. OPT(l)
6. OPT(2) -

The ratio factor used in a cross-section energy mesh.  
The number of points taken equally spaced in lethargy between "resonance bodies" (50.0).  
The multiplier on the total width above and below a resonance over which the ratio mesh 
scheme is used (50.0).

Convergence tolerance for energy-nesh generation (0.01).  
Not used.

14. OPT(O0)- Notused.  

5$ Options [8]

These are used in conjunction with IOPT4 through IOPT8 to select the 
ENDF/B interpolation options to be tried. These are both set to 1 by default.  

Maximum number of interpolation regions allowed in the output 
ENDF/B function.  

Interpolation types to be tried. IOPT4 is 2 by default, and 
IOPT5 through IOPT8 are zero by default.

IOPT4 through IOPT8 are used to specify the interpolation types and their order, which will be tried in 
combining two or more ENDF/B functions. The types are as follows:

Value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5

Type of interpolation 
Histogram 
Linear x, linear y 
Linear x, log y 
Log x, linear y 
Log x, log y

IOPT1 and IOPT2 specify which entries in the five-position table are to be used (e.g., the default values of 1 say 
to use only the first entry in the table, or linear-linear interpolation by default).
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1. IOPT1 
2. IOPT2

3. IOPT3

4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.

I
IOPT4 
IOPT5 
IOPT6 
IOPT7 
IOPT8
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6$ Function Paranmters [4] 

1. NIMAX - Maximum number of interpolation regions in any "input" ENDF/B function (20).  
2. N2MAX - Maxinmm number of points in any input ENDF/B TAB1 array (10000).  
3. MLBW - If MLBW > 0, force single-level Breit-Wigner evaluations to multi-level Breit-Wigner format 

(0).  
4. IPOINTS - Maximum number of points per 10 eVinterval (5000).  

T Terminate Block 2.  

4.2 Logical Unit Parameters 

The logical units that are used by POLIDENT are provided in Table 4.1.  

Table 4.1 File parameters for logical units

Unit No.  
5 
6 

User defined 
User defined 
User defined 
User defined 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18

Type 
BCD 
BCD 

BCD or Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary

Description 
FIDO-formatted input file 
Formatted output file 
ENDF data file 
Cross-section output in TAB1 format 
ENDF File 1 and abbreviated File 2 data 
Restart information 
Scratch 
Scratch 
Scratch 
Scratch 
Scratch
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Var.  
N5 
N6 

NDFB 
LOGP 

LOGPl 
LOGRES 

N14 
N15 
N16 
N17 
N18
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5 DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT 

The following section provides a brief description of the POLIDENT output. An entire output file is not provided 
in this section. However, portions of the output are printed and discussed.  

5.1 Header Page 

A sample header page is provided in Figure 5.1. The program title is printed in the first line of block letters.  
Within the second line of block letters, the problem identification is provided. The third line provides the date the 
job was executed in terms of the month, day and year. The last line provides the time of execution in an hour, 
minute and second format. Note that the time printout is in terms of a 24-hour clock with midnight denoted as 
2400 hours. The header page is printed by subroutine MESAGE, which is discussed in Section 3.

Figure 5.1 Example header-page output
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5.2 Program-Verification Information 

Following the header page, the program-verification information is provided for quality-assurance purposes.  
An example of the program-verification information is provided in Figure 5.2. The information includes the code 
name, the creation date of the load module, library that contains the load module, the computer-code name from the 
configuration-control table and the revision number. In addition, the job name, date, and time of execution are 
printed.

creation daUe: 15esp 

1bra-: Ibo-nc/~q/I-p7,x/pdatea 

* this ismot a unmown config'ration controlled code 

jobname: 19q 

date ofUxection: 0/15/99 

tim ofororcudon: 09:01:15 

Figure 5.2 Example programi-verification output 
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5.3 Problem-Verification Information 

Execution of POLIDENT requires the development of a user-input file as described in Section 4. Due to the 
possibility of typing errors, incorrect unit specification, etc., the code provides a problem- or input-verification table 
in the output. This section should be evaluated to ensure the desired input information is provided. Following the 
program-verification information is the problem-verification information. An example of the problem-verification 
information is provided in Figure 5.3. As shown in Figure 5.3, the amount of storage that is allocated for 
POLIDENT is printed. In addition, the logical units for the ENDF tape and output cross-section library are 
provided in the output. Furthermore, the convergence or reconstruction tolerance for generating the cross-section 
energy mesh is provided with maximum number of energy points (IPOINTS) per decade (i.e., 10-eV interval).  
The problem-verification output also indicates the type of interpolation used for the problem. For the problem in 
Figure 5.3, one interpolation region is defined (PSN=l) that will have linear-linear interpolation (TYPE=2).  
The maximum number of points in a record (N2MAX) and the maximum number of interpolation regions 
(NIMAX) are provided following the interpolation types. Additional problem-verification information includes the 
material to be processed (MATNO), ENDF library format (MODE), version of ENDF data (NVERS), background 
cross-section value and processing temperature.  

1 
0 -1$ array 1 entries read 
0 0$ array 3 entries read 
0 1$ array I entries read 
0 Ot 

logical 31 (output point library) 
dataset name unknown 

volumQe: 

Polident has been allocated 2000000 words of core 
A Tabl file will be written on logical 31 

0 2S array 4 entries read 
0 6$ array 4 entries read 
0 Ot 

tolerance for combining arrays for this nuclide: 0.10 percent 

logical 11 (input endf /b library) 
dataset name: unknown 

volume: 

reconstruction tolerance for mesh 1.OOOOOE-02 
maximum number of points per decade 3500 

The following interpolation types will be used 

pan type 

1 2 

The maximum number of points in a record is 10000 

The maximum number of interpolation regions is 20 
0 processing mat: 9443 

endf data on logical: 11 
mode of the endf data: 2 

sigo: 1.00E+10 
temperature: 0.00 

endf version: 6 

Figure 5.3 Example problem-verification-information output
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5.4 File 1 Processing 

Prior to processing the resonance paranmters in File 2, POLIDENT reads the information in File 1 of the ENDF 
tape. POLIDENT writes the directory information (MT=451) on LOGP1 and processes the v data if applicable 
(i.e., MT = 452, 453 and 456). If fission-neutron-multiplicity data are available, POLIDENT processes the data 
and writes descriptive processing information to the output file. Figure 5.4 provides a v processing output 
example. The v data can be in either a functional or tabular format, and POLIDENT indicates the appropriate data 
format. As shown in Figure 5.4, the functional output provides the energy points and corresponding values for v.  
In addition, the interpolation table is provided for interpolating between energy points. The first number in the 
interpolation table is the number of regions, followed by the number of points and type of interpolation. For the 
average total number of neutrons per fission (MT = 452) in the example, one linear-linear interpolation region is 
provided with five data points.  

starting processing for mt- 452 

nu representation: 2 

values of function 
1 1.00000B-05 2.94530E+00 
2 4.72100E+OS 2.94530E+00 
3 4.00000ZE06 3.50650E+00 
4 7.OOOOOE+06 3.96220EL+00 
5 2.00000E+07 S.97120E+00 

interpolation table 
1 5 2 

starting processing for mt- 455 

precursor family decay constants (11s): 
1.359901-02 2.99660E-02 1.16730E-01 3.06910E-01 8.70100E-01 3.00280E+00 

nu representation: 2 

values of function 
I I.00000E-05 1.62000E-02 
2 4.00000B+06 1.62000E-02 
3 7.00000B+06 8.40000E-03 
4 2.00000.+07 8.40000E-03 

interpolation table 
1 4 2 

starting processing for mt= 456 

nu representation: 2 

values of function 
1 1.00000E-05 2.92910E+00 
2 4.72100E+OS 2.92910E+00 
3 4.00000E+06 3.49030E+00 
4 7.00000Z+06 3.95380E000 
5 2.00000.+07 5.96280Z+00 

interpolation table 
1 5 2 

Figure 5.4 Example File 1 processing output
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5.5 File 2 Processing 

Typically, the majority of CPU time is devoted to processing the resonance-paranmter information in File 2.  
Initially, POUIDENT processes the resolved-resonance information followed by the unresolved data. The 
subsequent sections describe the output from both resonance regions.  

5.5.1 Resolved-Resonance Data 

A section of an example POLIDENT output file is provided in Figure 5.5 for processing the resolved-resonance 
parameters. As shown in Figure 5.5, the energy range(s) within the resolved-resonance region are provided with the 
corresponding resonance formula (e.g., Reich-Moore, single-level Breit-Wigner, etc.). For the energy range of 
interest, the boundaries of the region are provided with the total number of grid points that are used to construct the 
fine energy grid. The resulting number of auxiliary-grid points is also provided with the amount of CPU time that 
is required for generating the energy mesh. Following the mesh information is a table of the resolved-resonance 
parameters that includes the number of resonances, energy of each resonance and the corresponding resonance 
parameters. After listing the resonance parameters, POLIDENT summarizes the results for each reaction in the 
resolved-resonance region and prints the amount of CPU required for processing the resolved data.
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program has located the head record for file 2 

energy range 1 extends from 1.00000E-05 to 3.00000Z+02 ev 

reich-moore parameters are being processed 
mesh parameters for material 9443 
energy range: 1.00000E-05 to 3.00000B+02 
total number of fine grid points 39689 
total number of auxiliary grid points 5577 
cpu time for processing mesh 59.00 seconds 

mesh from 1.00000B-05 to 3.00000E+02 has 5577 points 

resonance data--number of resonances 243 
resonance energy J gn pg gfa gfb 

1-5.95300B+01 2.00000Z+00 5.961001-01 4.45000E-02 4.153001-01 4.298001-02 
2-5.58000B+00 3.00000E+00 2.289001-03 3.64400E-02 1.64800E+00 1.57600E-02 
3-1.405001+00 3.00000E+00 1.51300E-06 1.92500E-02-1.87100E-02 3.69400E-04 
4-1.225001-01 3.00000B+00 1.677001-05 4.37600E-02 2.05400E-02 9.39600E-04 
5 2.64695E-01 3.00000E+00 4.25200E-05 3.335001-02-5.042001-02 2.53600E-02 
6 1.73500B+00 2.00000B+00 2.08000E-06 4.000001-02 6.822001-02 2.74200E-01 
7 4.28200B+00 3.00000E+00 5.75600E-04 3.273001-02 2.680001-02 0.00000E+00 
8 4.58200E+00 2.000001+00 4.78400E-04 3.928001-02-1.96900E-02 1.24900E-01 
9 5.81100E+00 2.00000B+00 2.773001-03 6.35700E-02-1.13900E+00 2.10100E-01 

10 6.93200E+00 3.000001+00 6.19500E-04 3.565001-02-1.04400E-01 4.51700E-04 

235 2.93450E+02 3.000001+00 2.16600E-03 4.00000E-02-2.94900E-01 1.29500E-01 
236 2.94340E+02 3.000001+00 3.05900E-03 4.00000R-02 5.61600E-02-1.70500E-01 
237 2.96880E+02 2.000001+00 3.86000E-03 4.16300E-02-3.36300E-02 2.05800E-02 
238 2.97510E+02 3.00000B+00 1.33600E-02 4.000001-02-1.43600E-01 9.19800E-02 
239 2.97840E+02 2.00000B+00 4.11000E-03 4.288000-02 2.05400E-02-7.55800E-02 
240 2.991201+02 2.00000B+00 7.36800E-03 4.00000E-02 1.59800E-01 1.66300E-01 
241 3.01780E+02 2.00000E+00 1.76500E-02 4.00000E-02 2.99100E-01 7.22200E-02 
242 3.20000E+02 3.00000z+00 1.87900E-02 4.00000B-02 2.813009-01 3.58500E-01 
243 4.00000÷+02 2.000001+00 4.39700E-01 4.00000R-02 6.43100E-01 5.466001-01

MAT:9443 MT: 1 Temperature: 0.00000X+00 
The original function has 5577 points 
The new function has 5577 points 

Oresolved resonance cross-section vectors with 5577 poin 

MAT:9443 MT: 2 Temperature: 0.00000E+00 
The original function has 5577 points 
The new function has 5528 points 

Oresolved resonance cross-section vectors with 5528 poin 

MAT:9443 MT: 18 Temperature: 0.000001+00 
The original function has 5577 points 
The new function has 5577 points 

Oresolved resonance cross-section vectors with 5577 poin 

14AT:9443 MT:102 Temperature: 0.00000E÷00 
The original function has 5577 points 
The new function has 5577 points 

Oresolved resonance cross-section vectors with S577 poin 

--- =-.. = -.-----=------ ==time for this block: 1.03 min

ts have been created from 1.00000E-05 to 3.00000E+02 ev for mt 

ts have been created from 1.00000E-05 to 3.00000B+02 ev for mt 2 

ts have been created from 1.00000E-OS to 3.000001+02 ev for mt 18 

ts have been created from 1.00000E-05 to 3.00000+E02 ev for mt 102

Figure 5.5 Example resolved-resonance-processing output
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5.5.2 Unresolved-Resonance Data 

Once the resolved-resonance processing is complete, POLIDENT processes the unresolved-resonance information 
in File 2. An example of the unresolved-resonance-processing section of the output is provided in Figure 5.6.  
As shown in Figure 5.6, the energy boundaries of the unresolved-resonance region are provided with a table of the 
corresponding unresolved-resonance parameters. In addition, the output includes the amount of CPU time required 
for processing the unresolved data as well as the total CPU time required for processing the entire resonance region.  
Note that the total CPU tine includes the time for generating the energy mesh.  

energy range 2 extends from 3.00000E+02 to 4.02000E÷04 ev 

unresolved slbw parameters are being processed 
Itemperature: 0.00000E+00 sigo: 1.00000E+10 
point energy elastic capture fission total competitive transport 

I 3.00000.E02 1.29684F+01 6.77152E+00 2.37804E+01 4.35204E+01 0.00000E+00 4.36015E+01 
2 3.50000E+02 1.29578E301 6.29081E+00 2.17868E+01 4.10354E+01 0.00000E+00 4.11228E*01 
3 4.50000E+02 1.28672E+01 5.43292E+00 1.89875E+01 3.72876E+01 0.00000E÷00 3.73059E+01 
4 5.50000E+02 1.25235E+01 4.49302E+00 1.57542E301 3.27708E÷01 0.00000+E00 3.28702E+01 
5 6.000003E02 1.21376E+01 3.71308E+00 1.34975E+01 2.93482E+01 0.00000E+00 2.94397E+01 
6 6.50000E+02 1.18208E+01 3.14167E.00 1.09985E÷01 2.59609E+01 0.00000E+00 2.60417B+01 
7 7.000003E02 1.17531E÷01 2.88488E+00 1.04983z÷01 2.51363E+01 0.00000B÷00 2.52185E301 
8 7.500OOOE02 1.17528Z+01 2.80779E+00 1.00986E301 2.46592E+01 0.00000+E00 2.474433+01 
9 8.00000E÷02 1.179073+01 2.78877E+00 9.99848E÷00 2.45780E+01 0.000003÷00 2.466813÷01 

10 8.50000E.02 1.18352E÷01 2.78876E÷00 9.89855E÷00 2.45226B+01 0.00000E+00 2.46179E+01 
11 9.00000.E02 1.18984E+01 2.79882E÷00 9.998553.00 2.46958E+01 0.00000E+00 2.47980E÷01 
12 9.50000E+02 1.197343+01 2.83707E+00 1.00982E÷01 2.49087E+01 0.000003+00 2.50181E+01 
13 1.00000B+03 1.20599E+01 2.85610+E00 1.02982E+01 2.52142E+01 0.00000E+00 2.53319E+01 
14 1.500003+03 1.22022E301 2.562923+00 8.95223E+00 2.37173E+01 0.00000B+00 2.38745E+01 
15 2.000003+03 1.20496E+01 2.09424E+00 7.89869E+00 2.20426E+01 0.00000E+00 2.22238E+01 
16 2.50000E+03 1.19283E+01 1.76337E+00 7.09533E+00 2.078703+01 0.00000E300 2.09869E+01 
17 3.500003+03 1.18515E+01 1.49677E+00 6.09629E+00 1.94446E+01 0.000003E+00 1.96842E+01 
18 5.50000E+03 1.16854E+01 1.191343+00 4.89731E+00 1.77741E+01 0.000003+00 1.80717E+01 
19 7.50000E+03 1.15029E+01 1.00061E+00 4.09810E+00 1.660163+01 0.00000E+00 1.69332E+01 
20 9.50000E+03 1.13937E÷01 8.95802E-01 3.69835E+00 1.59879E+01 0.00000E+00 1.635753+01 
21 1.50000E304 1.11924E+01 7.43907E-01 3.29758E+00 1.52338E+01 0.00000E+00 1.57144E+01 
22 2.50000E+04 1.08639E+01 5.93828E-01 2.80664E+00 1.42644E+01 0.00000E+00 1.48613E+01 
23 3.50000E+04 1.06282E+01 5.148923-01 2.51645E+00 1.36595E+01 0.00000E+00 1.43311E+01 
24 4.02000E+04 1.052993+01 4.85545E-01 2.42607E+00 1.344153+01 0.00000E+00 1.41482E+01 

------------ time for this block: 0.00 min 
total resonance processing time: 1.03 min 

Figure 5.6 Example unresolved-resonance-processing output
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5.6 Post-Resonance Processing 

The subroutines that process the cross-section data after the resonance calculations are discussed in Section 3.  
In particular Subroutine BLOCKR evaluates the data from the different energy ranges of the resonance region.  
The resolved and unresolved data are divided into separate energy ranges. Consequently, BLOCKR must evaluate 
the blocks of cross-section data from the different regions and combine the data to form a single cross-section array 
for each reaction. While processing the different blocks of data, POLIDENT provides diagnostic information that 
describes the different blocks of cross-section data from the resonance region. Figure 5.7 provides an example 
output for processing data blocks from the resonance region. Prior to combining the arrays, a directory of the 
different cross-section data blocks is provided that includes the reaction identifier, energy boundaries, number of 
interpolation regions, number of grid points per region and the corresponding record location of each block on the 
scratch device. Once the initial directory is created, POLIDENT sorts the blocks of cross-section data based on the 
upper- and lower-energy boundaries as well as the reaction identifier. A directory based on each sorting criterion is 
also provided in the output file as shown in Figure 5.7. After sorting the data, BLOCKR combines the blocks of 
cross-section data for each reaction and summarizes the results of the combining process in the output file. For 
each reaction, the energy range and number of points in each block is provided with the corresponding interpolation 
information. Once the data blocks are combined, the final function is written in a TAB1 format to a scratch device 
that is noted in the output. The descriptive output identifies the associated MAT, MF and MT for the complete 
function with the total number of points. Additional information that includes the atomic weight ratio, ZA number, 
temperature and background cross-section value is also provided in the output as shown in Figure 5.7.
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original map of stuff on n18 
mt el eh nl n2 irec 

1 1.00000E-05 3.00000R+02 1 5577 2 
2 1.00000E-05 3.O00OO0+02 1 5528 5 

18 1.0OOOOE-05 3,.00000B+02 1 5577 8 
102 1.00000-05 3.O00O00+02 1 5577 11 
1 3.00000B+02 4.02000E+04 1 24 14 
2 3.00OO0E+02 4.02000B+04 1 24 17 

18 3.00000B+02 4.02000E+04 1 24 20 
102 3.00OOOE02 4.02000E+04 1 24 23 

map after sorting on eh 
mt el eh nl n2 irec 

1 1.OO0OOE-05 3.00000E+02 I 5577 2 
2 1.O0000E-05 3.00000E+02 1 5528 5 

18 1.00000E-05 3.00000E+02 1 5577 8 
102 1.0OOOE-05 3.00000E+02 1 5577 11 

I 3.00000E÷02 4.02000E+04 1 24 14 
2 3.0000E+02 4.02000E+04 1 24 17 

18 3.000000E+2 4.02000E÷04 1 24 20 
102 3.000O0E+02 4.02000E+04 1 24 23 

map after sorting on el 
mt el eh nml n2 irec 

1 1.000003-05 3.00000B+02 1 5577 2 
2 1.00000E-05 3.O0O00E+02 1 5528 5 

18 1.00000E-05 3.O00000+02 1 5577 8 
102 1.000003-05 3.00OOO0+02 1 5577 11 

1 3.OOO00+02 4.02000E+04 1 24 14 
2 3.OOOO0E+02 4.02000E+04 1 24 17 

18 3.000003+02 4.02000E+04 1 24 20 
102 3.0OO000+02 4.02000E+04 1 24 23 

map after sorting on mt 
mt el eh nl n2 irec 

I 1.00000E-05 3.00000E+02 1 5577 2 
1 3.00000E+02 4.02000E+04 1 24 14 
2 1.00000E-05 3.00000E+02 1 5528 5 
2 3.00003OE+2 4.02000E+04 1 24 17 

18 1.00000E-05 3.00000+E02 1 5577 8 
18 3.0OO00E+02 4.02000E+04 1 24 20 

102 1.00000E-05 3.00000+E02 1 5577 11 
102 3.00000E+02 4.02000+E04 1 24 23 

process: 1 has a functionwhich goes from 1.000003-05 up to 3.0O0OOE+02 
and has 5577 points and 1 interpolation regions 
to stack with a second function which goes from 3.O0000E+02 up to 4.02000E+04 
and has 24 points and I interpolation regions 
---------- >a tabI record has been written on logical 14 

for mat:9443 mf: 3 mt: I awr: 2.390E+02 za: 9.42410B+04 
t: O.00O0+00 sigO: 1.0O00+10 interp reg: I points: 5600 

process: 2 has a function which goes from 1.0000OE-05 up to 3.OOOOOE+02 

and has 5528 points and 1 interpolation regions 
to stack with a second function which goes from 3.000003+02 up to 4.02000Z+04 
and has 24 points and I interpolation regions 
---------- >a tabl record has been written on logical 14 

for mat:9443 mf: 3 mt: 2 awr: 2.390E+02 za: 9.42410E+04 
t: 0.000E+00 sigO: 1.000E+10 interp reg: I points: 5551 

process: 18 has a function whlch goes from 1.00000-E05 up to 3.00000E+02 
and has 5577 points and I interpolation regions 
to stack with a second function which goes from 3.00000E+02 up to 4.02000E+04 
and has 24 points and 1 interpolation regions 
----------- >a tabl record has been written on logical 14 

for mat:9443 mf: 3 mt: 18 awr: 2.390E+02 za: 9.424103+04 
t: 0.0003E00 sig0: 1.O00E+10 interp reg: I points: 5600 

process: 102 has a function which goes from 1.000003-05 up to 3.00000E+02 

and has 5577 points and I interpolation regions 
to stack with a second function which goes from 3.000003+02 up to 4.02000E+04 
and has 24 points and 1 interpolation regions 
----------- >a tabl record has been written on logical 14 

for mat:9443 mf: 3 mt: 102 awr: 2.390E÷02 za: 9.42410E+04 
t: 0.000E+00 sigO: 1.000E+10 interp reg: I points: 5600 

Figure 5.7 Example output for processing data blocks from resonance region
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After processing the blocks of data from the resonance region, Subroutine FILE3 in POLIDENT reads the 
cross-section data from File 3 and combines the appropriate data with the cross-section functions from the 
resonance region. A complete description of FILE3 is provided in Section 3. In comparison with BLOCKP, a 
similar combining procedure is used in FILE3 to complete the construction of the continuous-energy cross-section 
function for each reaction in File 3. In particular, FILE3 evaluates the cross-section information from File 3 and 
the corresponding cross-section function from the resonance region. FILE3 merges the two functions and treats any 
discontinuities that may exist. Figure 5.8 provides an example output for combining the cross-section data from the 
resonance region with the File 3 data. For each reaction, the output includes the number of points and energy 
boundaries of each function that is used to form the final cross-section function. During the combining process, 
any discontinuities are identified with the energy and cross-section values at the point of discontinuity. The 
resulting energy and cross-section values that are used in the final function is noted. After processing the reaction, 
the number of points and interpolation information are provided for each reaction. To complete each reaction, a 
description of the TABl record that includes MAT, MF and MT values for the complete function with the total 
number of points is provided. Likewise, the atomic-weight ratio, ZA number, temperature and background 
cross-section value are also provided for the final function.
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Iprocessing material: 9443 

process: I 
original function has 108 points and integrates to 1.31704E+08 
expanded function has 389 points and integrates to 1.31704E+08 

relative difference in functions is: 0.00000+E00 
Stabular function with 389 points being numerically doppler broadened to 0.00000E+00k 

---------- >add in resonance data 
combining panels with 389 and 5600 points 
with interpolation tables of I and I points 
first function from 1.00000E-05 to 2.00000E+07 
second function from 1.OOOOOE-05 to 4.02000E+04 
combining range is 1.00000E-05 to 2.00000E+07 

discontinuity .... =.=ktype 0 
xal: 4.02000E+04 yal: 0.00000+E00 
xa2: 4.02000E+04 ya2: 1.36000E+01 
xbl: 4.02000E+04 ybl: 1.34415E+01 
xb2: 4.02000E÷04 yb2: 0.00000E+00 
v2: 1.36000E+01 el: 4.02000E+04 eh: 4.020003+04 

a function with 5987 points end 1 interpolation regions has been produced 
error flag is 0 

---------- >a tabl record has been written on logical 31 
for mat:9443 mf: 3 mt: I awr: 2.390E+02 za: 9.42410E+04 
t: 0.000E+00 sigO: 1.000E+10 interp reg: I points: 5987 

process: 2 
original function has 108 points and integrates to 7.19737E+07 
expanded function has 389 points and integrates to 7.19737E+07 
relative difference in functions is: 0.000003.00 

tabular function with 389 points being numerically doppler broadened to 0.00000+E00k 
- ---------- >add in resonance data 
combining panels with 389 end £581 points 
with interpolation tables of 1 and 1 points 
first function from 1.00000E-08 to 2.000003+07 
second function from 1.00000E-05 to 4.02000E+04 
combining range is 1.00000E-05 to 2.000003+07 

discontinuity ------ ktype 0 
xal: 4.02000E+04 yal: 0.00000E+00 
xa2: 4.02000E+04 ya2: 1.06870E+01 
xbl: 4.02000E+04 ybl: 1.052993+01 
xb2: 4.02000E+04 yb2: 0.00000E+00 
v2: 1.06870E+01 el: 4.02000E+04 eh: 4.02000E+04 

a function with £938 points and 1 interpolation regions has been produced 
error flag is 0 
.l........................i......i.i..i.......i.......'.............ii....  

---------->a tabl record has been written on logical 31 
for mat:9443 mf: 3 mt: 2 awr: 2.390E+02 za: 9.42410E+04 
t: 0.000E+00 sigO 1.0003+10 interp reg: 1 points: £938 

lill ... • lli•=•=~f= •ili ili i...liJ . .i.i.l l... ... . ....l .. ...i ... ~ 

process: 102 
original function has 108 points and integrates to 4.03014E+05 
expended function has 389 points end integrates to 4.03014E+05 
relative difference in functions is: 0.00000E+00 
tabular function with 389 points being numerically doppler broadened to 0.0O0000+00k 
---------- >add in resonance data 
combining panels with 389 and 5600 points 
with interpolation tables of 1 and I points 
first function from 1.00000E-05 to 2.00000+E07 
second function from 1.00000Z-05 to 4.02000E+04 
combining range is 1.00000E-08 to 2.00000E+07 

discontinuity•----=-ktype 0 
xal: 4.02000E+04 yal: 0.00000E+00 
xa2: 4.02000E+04 ya2: 4.83190E-01 
xbl: 4.02000E+04 ybl: 4.88543E-01 
xb2: 4.020003+04 yb2: 0.000003+00 

v2: 4.831903-01 el: 4.02000E+04 eh: 4.02000E+04 
a function with 5987 points and 1 interpolation regions has been produced 
error flag is 0 

---------->a tabl record has been written on logical 31 
for mat:9443 mf: 3 mt: 102 awr: 2.390E+02 za: 9.42410E+04 
t: 0.000E+00 sigO: 1.000E310 interp reg: I points: 5987 

Figure 5.8 Example output for combining resonance-region cross sections with background data
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5.7 Termination of Output File 

The remaining portion of the output file identifies the completion of the calculation. Once the last reaction is 
processed, a final nessage is printed. If the problem has executed successfully, the final nessage "POLIDENT has 
terminated normally" is printed in the last line of the output fie.
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6 MESSAGES 

POLIDENT provides warning and error messages that indicate problems with program execution. The warning 
messages may indicate a possible error; however, the code can continue the calculation despite the message.  
The user should evaluate the warning message to determine if a problem exists. When an error is encountered, the 
code prints the appropriate message and stops execution if the error is too severe. The warning and error messages 
that are presented in this section may provide an underscore to indicate the appropriate data.  

6.1 Warning Messages 

COMB2: 

butted functions don't agree at join 
value of "a"fiunction at is 
value of "b "function at is 

In COMB2 a and b are two functions that are to be combined, and the last energy point in function a equals the 
first energy point in b; however, the cross-section values at the common energy point do not agree. This message is 
not necessarily an error, but the code alerts the user to the discontinuity.  

butted functions don't agree at join 
value of "b"function at -is 
value of "a"function at _ is 

In COMB2 a and b are two functions that are to be combined, and the last energy point in function b equals the 
first energy point in a; however, the cross-section values at the common energy point do not agree. This message is 
not necessarily an error, but the code alerts the user to the discontinuity.  

function - interpolation panel - is bad = => 

The interpolation code or type for the function is not between 1 and 5.  

in finction - the breakpoint in panel_ _ is less than the previous one 

The end of an interpolation panel in a function is less than a preceding panel. In particular, nbt(i) is less than or 
equal to nbt(i-1).  

the final interpolation panel in function should be - not 

The last interpolation panel does not correspond to the last energy point in the function. In particular, nbt(n) is not 
equal to n.
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RESN: 

this evaluation uses SLBW parameters.  
MLBW processing will be FORCED! 

if the MLBW flag is greater than 0 in the 6$ block of the input, single-level Breit-Wigner evaluations will be 
processed with the multi-level Breit-Wigner formulae. The code alerts the user to the change.  

resonance calculation is not performed because the restart option is specified 
calculated cross-sections will be read from logical unit 

A restart unit has been specified in the 1$ block of the input. Therefore, POLIDENT will attempt to read the 
calculated cross sections from the restart unit. While processing an evaluation, a problem could be encountered 
following the resonance calculation (e.g., storage limit exceeded, parameter index exceeded, etc.). The cross 
sections from the resonance calculation are typically stored on scratch device 18. Therefore, the user can rename 
logical unit 18 to a restart unit (LOGRES). After correcting the input problem, the cross sections from the 
resonance region can be read from the restart unit as opposed to repeating the resonance calculation.  

TMF2: 

adjusting nismax up to __ 

While reading the ENDF File 2 information for the requested material, the number of isotopes in the ENDF file 
exceeds the default value of 7. This message indicates that POLIDENT will increase the limit and attempt to 
process the material.  

adjusting nermax up to 

While reading the ENDF File 2 information for the requested material, the number of energy ranges for the isotope 
has been exceeded. This message indicates that POLIDENT will increase the limit and attempt to process the 
material.  

adjusting nismax up to 

While reading the ENDF File 2 information for the requested material, the limit on the number of L-states (i.e., 
angular momntum) for the isotope has been exceeded. This message indicates that POI.DENT will increase the 
limit and attempt to process the material.  

adjusting njsmax up to 

While reading the ENDF File 2 information for the requested material, the limit on the number of different J values 
(i.e., spin of the resonance) for the isotope has been exceeded. This nessage indicates that POLIDENT will 
increase the limit and attempt to process the material.
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6.2 Error Messages 

ADDMOR: 

number of points per decade exceeded in mesh calculation 
ipoints must be greater than: 

During the fine-energy-mesh construction, the limit on the number of points (IPOINTS) in a 10-eV interval has 
been exceeded. By default, the limit is 3500 points. Attempt to increase the limit in the input file and resubmit the 
problem.  

BLOCKR: 

the amount of core needed in subroutine blockr exceeds 
or 

need at least more words of storage in subroutine blockr 

After processing the data in the resonance region, BLOCKR combines the appropriate blocks of cross-section data 
to form a single function. Either message indicates that the storage limit is not sufficient to complete the 
combination process. The core allocation should be increased accordingly in the input file.  

COMB2: 

you have more than 25 discontinuities in your -function into comb2 

COMB2 checks each function for discontinuities, and the identified function has too many discontinuities.  

problems in combining from - to 
first function index: - n2: 3 ordinates ___ 

2'function index: - n2: 3 ordinates _, ., 

COMB2 is attempting to combine two functions; however, either the first or second function has errors.  

A function with -points and interpolation regions has been produced 
error flag is 

After constructing each fumction, COMB2 provides a summary of the function. If the error flag is zero, no errors 
were encountered. If the error flag is not equal to zero, problems were encountered during the combining process 
and the code terminates the problem.
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COMBI2 and COMBI3: 

COMB2 requires too many points you have only specified 

The value of N2MAX in either COMBI2 or COMBI3 has been exceeded, and the code needs more space to 
construct the function. Attempt to increase N2MAX in the input file and resubmit the problem.  

too many interpolation regions 

The value of NIMAX in either COMB12 or COMBI3 has been exceeded, and the code needs more space for 
additional interpolation regions. Attempt to increase NIMAX in the input file and resubmit the problem.  

FILEIP: 

mat is not on logical 

POLIDENT could not locate the desired material identifier (MATNO) on the ENDF tape that is mounted on 
logical-unit NDFB. Check to make sure that the correct material identifier and tape number are specified for the 
problem.  

FILE3:

default dimensions need to be increased in sparky nlmax: 
n2max: __- you need at least__

__ you need at least

The values of NIMAX and/or N2MAX have been exceeded in Subroutine FILE3. Attempt to increase the 
limits in the input file and resubmit the problem.  

library positioning error in locating the end offile 2 

This message indicates that POLIDENT has trouble reading the ENDF tape. As a result, the code cannot read the 
cross sections from File 3 to complete the construction of the cross sections.  

MESIPfT: 

POLJDENT needs __ more words of storage 

Subroutine MESHlYr defines the array pointers for the energy-mesh calculation. This message indicates that 
POLIDENT needs additional storage to complete the calculation. The amount of core should be increased, and the 
problem should be resubmitted.  

POLIDENT: 

unable to get wordsfor polident 

Subroutine ALOCAT is unable to get the requested storage for execution. On unix machines, the stack size may 
need to be increased for the problem.
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RESN: 

mat: _ is not on logical 

POI.DENT is unable to locate the requested material (MATNO) on the ENDF tape that is mounted on logical-unit 
NDFB. Check to make sure that the correct material identifier and tape number are specified for the problem.  

Th1F2: 

this version of tmJ2 cannot read energy dependent p(e) 

Upon reading the resonance-parameter information in File 2, Subroutine TMF2 has determined that the scattering 
radius is not energy independent (i.e., NRO * 0). If the scattering radius is energy dependent, the current version of 
POLIDENT cannot process the evaluation.
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APPENDIX A 

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF SUBROUTINES 

This section provides an alphabetical index of the subroutines used by POLIDENT. For each entry, a list of 
subroutines that call the given subroutine is provided as well as a list of subroutines called by the given subroutine.  

Table A.1 Index of subroutines 

Subroutine Calling Subroutine Called Subroutine 

ADDMOR MESHED LRF1234R 

ADLER RESN1 SMESHA 

AHALF TESTER 

AJKU RESU2 QUIKW 

ALOCAT POLIDENT SPARKY 

BLOCKR SPARKY COMB2 
FSORT 
ISORT 
MOVEBK 
STACKR 
WRTAB1 

CALGNU FILEIP 

CLEAR MESHED 
SMACK 

COMB2 BLOCKR COMBI2 
FILE3 DISCON 

COMBI2 COMB2 COMBI3 

TERPI 

COMB13 COMBI2 TERPM 

COMPER LRF123 TERP1 
RESR 

DATEAND_TIME DATIM 

DATIM LISTQA DATEANDTIME 
MESAGE 

DISCON COMB2 TERPM
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Alphabetical Index of Subroutines

Table A1 (continued) 

Subroutine Ca*ling Subroutine Called Subroutine 

DTASET FILLY GETFILE 

ECI--------------------GAE - --------------------- --- --ECSI GRATE STOP 

ERTA---------------STP-----------------------------------------------------ERRTRA STOP 

-XT-----------------STP-----------------------------------------------------EXIT STOP 

FFPACK FFREAD 
_FPC --------------- -FRED--------------------- -----------------------------
FFREAD FIDAS FFPACK 

YOTRNS 

FHLPR LISTQA 
MESAGE 

FIDAS POLIDENT FFREAD 
SPARKY 

FElP-------------------- -PRY-------------------- - AGU-------------------FILE1P SPARIKY CALGNU 

FILE3 SPARKY COMB2 
MOVE 
PSNLLB 
RTABI 
RCONT 
STOP 
TH[CKN 
WRTAB1 
XCONT 

-IL---------------- - - SEH--------------------- -----------------------------FILL SMESHA 

FILLY POLIDENT DTASET 
SPARKY 

FILNAM OPNFIL 

FIND1T MEESHED STOP 
TESTER 

FINDQA LISTQA GETARG 
GETFILE 
GETMTM 

FRES SMESHA 
------------------------------------------------------------------------

FSORT BLOCKR 

GETARG FINDQA
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Alphabetical Index of Subroutines

Table A.1 (continued) 

Subroutine Calling Subroutine Called Subroutine 

GETFILE DTASET 
FINDQA 

GEMTM FINDQA ----------------------------------------------- .........................  
GETNAM JOBNUM 

---------------- ---------------------------------------------------
GRATE THICKN ECSI 

STOP ------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------
ISORT BLOCKR 

ITYPE COMBI2 
COMBI3 

JOBNUM LISTQA GETNAM 
MESAGE 

-JTA ------------ ---- -ý BD------------------------ ---------------------------JSTIME MEHE 

LISTQA MESAGE DATIM 
FHLPR 
FINDQA 
JOBNUM 

LRF123 RESN1 COMPER 
MOVE 
NVERT 
STOP 
XMULT ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

LRF1234R ADDMOR NVERT 
MESHED STOP 

XMULT 

NIX9N------------ ---- -NESRD---------------------- ---------------------------MAXMIN MESHED 

MAXMIN2 MES.HED 
-NAMN ----------- ----- NEBD--------------------- -------------- --------------

MIESAGE POLIDENT DATIM 
FHLPR 

JOBNUM 
LISTQA
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Table A.1 (continued) 

Subroutine Calling Subroutine Called Subroutine 

MESHED SMACK ADDMOR 
CLEAR 
FINDIT 
JSTIME 
LRF1234R 
MAXMIN 
MAXMIN2 
ORDER 
ORDER2 
ORDER3 
SCRUB 
SLICED 
STOP 
TESTER 

MESHPT SMACK 

MOVE FILE3 
LRF123 
RESR 

MOVEBK BLOCKR.  

NVERT LRF123 
LRF1234R 

OPNFIL POLIDENT FILNAM 
RESTARTR 
SPARKY 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
ORDER MESHED 

ORDER2 MESHED 

ORDER3 MESHED 

POLIDENT ALOCAT 
FIDAS 
FILLY 
MESAGE 
OPNFIL 
UWTAB 

PSNLIB FILE3 

QUIKW AJKU UWTAB 

RCONT FILE3 
TMF2
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Subroutine 

RDENDF

Table A. 1 (continued) 

Calling Subroutine 

TMF2

Alphabetical Index of Subroutines 

Called Subroutine

RESN SPARKY RESN1 
TMF2 

RESN1 RESN ADLER 
LRF123 
RESR 
RESU 
SMACK 

RESR RESN1 COMPER 
MOVE 
STOP 

RESU RESN1 RESU1 
RESU2 

RESUl RESU 

RESU2 RESU AJKU 
TERPO 
TERPN 

RESTARTR SPARKY OPNFIL 

RHEAD TMF2 

RUST TMF2 

RTAB1 FILE3 

SCRUB MESHED 

SLICED MESHED 

SMACK RESNI CLEAR 
MESHED 
MESBPT 

SMESHA ADLER FILL 
FRES
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Alphabetical Index of Subroutines

Table A. 1 (continued) 

Subroutine Calling Subroutine Called Subroutine 

SPARKY ALOCAT BLOCKR 
FIDAS 
FILEl1P 

FILE3 
FILLY 
OPNFIL 
RESN 
RESTARTR 

STACKR BLOCKR 

STOP ECSI ERRTRA 
FILE3 EXIT 
FIND1T 
GRATE 
LRF123 
LRF1234R 
MESHED 
RESR 

TERPN RESU2 

TERPO RESU2 

TERPN COMPER STOP 
COMBI2 
COMBI3 
DISCON 
THICKN 

TESTER MESHED AHALF 
FIND]T 

THICKN FILE3 GRATE 
TERPM 

TMF2 RESN RCONT 
RDENDF 
RHEAD 
RUST 

UW UWTAB 

UWTAB POLIDENT UW 

QUIKW 

WRTAB]. BLOCKR 
FILM3
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Table A.1 (continued) 

Calling Subroutine 

FILE3 

LRF123 
LRF1234R 

FFREAD

Appendix A
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Called SubroutineSubroutine 

XCONT

)GAULT

YOTRNS

------------------

--- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX B 

SAMPLE PROBLEMS 

This appendix contains sample problems that demonstrate the procedures to execute POLIDENT. Three sample 
problems are presented that demonstrate the features of POLIDENT. In particular, two sample input files are 
presented for 'Na and 11U, and the third input file is used to process C and Hf. Because the sample problems were 
developed in a unix environment, the input for each sample problem is provided using lower-case letters. In 
addition, the FIDO input method, which is described in Appendix D, is used to specify the input options for each 
sample problem.  

Sample Problem 1: 

The first sample case considers the ENDF/B-VI evaluation for 'Na (i.e., MAT = 1125). The objective of the 
sample problem is to generate continuous-energy cross sections at 0 K from the ENDF data in Files 2 and 3. The 
following is a sample POLIDENT input file for 'Na: 

=pol ident 
0$$ 31 e 
1$$ 1 t 
2$$ 1125 11 2 6 
4** a5 0.001 e 
6$$ a3 0 e t 
end 

In the above input deck, the cross sections that are calculated by POLIDENT are stored in a TAB1 format on 
unit 31, as specified in the 0$ array. Moreover, the 1$ array specifies that a single nuclide/isotope is processed, 
and the 2$ array specifies the 'Na material identifier (1125), the logical-unit number for the ENDF/B library (11), 
the format of the ENDF tape (BCD) and the ENDF version number (6). In the 4* array, the fifth parameter 
specifies an energy-mesh-convergence tolerance for the resolved-resonance region of 0.1%. The convergence 
tolerance in the 4* array is the user-specified or auxiliary-grid-convergence tolerance that is described in Section 
2.2.1.  

Sample Problem 2: 

The second example problem considers the ENDF/B-VI evaluation for 11U (i.e., MAT = 9228), and the following 
input deck can be used to calculate the continuous-energy cross sections at 0 K 

=polident 
-1$$ 3000000 
0$$ 31 e 
1$$ 1 t 
2$$ 9228 11 2 6 
4** a5 0.001 e 
6$$ a3 0 5000 t 
end
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For the I 5U evaluation, the - 1$ array is used to increase the core allocation from the default value of 1,000,000 
words to 3,000,000 words. The fourth parameter in the 6$ array is used to specify the maximum number of points 
in a 10-eV interval.  

Sample Problem 3: 

The third example problem considers the ENDF/B-VI evaluations for C and Hf (i.e., MAT = 600 and 7500, 
respectively): 

=pol ident 
0$$ 31 e 
1$$ 2 
t 
2$$ 600 11 2 6 
4** a5 0.001 e 
6$$ a3 0 e t 
2$$ 7200 12 2 6 
4** a5 0.001 e 
6$$ a3 0 e t 
end 

As noted in Section 4, the first block of the input deck is used to specify the core allocation, output units and 
number of nuclides/isotopes to process. In the above input deck, two nuclides are specified in the 1$ array.  
Subsequently, the second block of data is repeated two times in order to define the input for C and Hf. Additional 
evaluations can be processed in a single POLIDENT case; however, the cross-section output file could become very 
large if several different nuclides/isotopes are processed.
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APPENDIX C 

NUMERICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR REICH-MOORE RESOLVED
RESONANCE EQUATIONS 

Equations are presented in Section 2.1.1.2 for the calculation of energy-dependent cross sections using the Reich
Moore (R-M) formalism As noted in Section 2.1.1.2, the equations for the absorption and capture cross sections 
[i.e., Equations (2.27) and (2.31), respectively] can lead to the subtraction of small complex quantities that are 
approximately equal. Experience has revealed that numerical instability problems occur if the single- or double
precision FORTRAN complex functions are used to evaluate the absorption and capture cross sections that are 
defined by Equations (2.27) and (2.31), repsectively. In particular, the evaluation of the following quantity is 
required to calculate the absorption cross section: 

Rep,, - Ipl 2 , (C.1) 

where 

Re = the real component of the complex quantity.  

The evaluation of Equation (2.31) for the capture cross section requires the calculation of the following quantity: 

Rep,, - Ipjl 2 - IP12I2 - Ip131• (C.2) 

In the following discussion, expressions are provided to calculate the quantities that are defined by Equations (C. 1) 
and (C.2). Note that the subscript value of 1 in Equations (C.1) and (C.2) denotes the neutron channel in the R-M 
approximation. Moreover, the subscript values of 2 and 3 denote the first- and second-fission channels, 
respectively.  

As noted in Section 2.1.1.2, the complex matrix p,, is defined as follows: 

P =( - (I - K)-) - ((I - K)-'K Ln (C.3) 

where 
I = the identity matrix, 

and 
i r.12 rlfl 

(I - -K = C r 
2 r (C.4) (Er - E) - i.=r 

2 

In Equations (C.3) and (C.4), n and c represent the entrance and exit channels, respectively. In Equation (C.3), the 
quantity p, is a n x c matrix. For neutron-induced reactions in the Reich-Moore formalism, p, is a 3 x 3 matrix.  
Likewise, the matrix quantities (I - K)Y' and K can be defined as follows:
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All A12 A13 

A =(I- K)-' A A2 2 Am2 

A3 A32 A33
(C.5)

and

K21 

K~ K21

K12 K13 

K22 K 

K32 K33

The equation for the matrix p, is obtained by multiplying (I - K)" and K: 

All A 12 A13  K11 K 12 K 13 

-pnC A 2 1 An Am x K.K 2 2 M 

A31 A32 A33 K31 K32 K33

(C.6)

(C.7)

In order to evaluate the expressions in Equations (C.1) and (C.2), the quantities P1, P12 and P13 nmst be calculated.  
Based on the matrix multiplication in Equation (C.7) and noting that K is a symmetric matrix, the following 
expressions are obtained for Pl, P12 and P13:

-P ll = AllK1l + A 12K12 + A13K13 , (C.8)

-P12 = AtK12 + A12K22 + A13 K23, (C.9)

-P13 = A1 ,K 3 + A 12K2- + A1 3K33 • (C.l0)

The individual elenents of the K matrix can be obtained from Equation (C.4); however, the elements of the A 
matrix require some additional effort.  

In order to evaluate the A matrix, the matrix quantity (I - K) that is defined by Equation (C.4) can be expressed as 
follows:
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Bl B 12 B13 

B = K) =B, B22 B23 

B, B32 B33

1-K1 , 

= -K21 

-K31

-KI2 K13 

1-K22  -K23 

-K32 1-K33

Since A is the inverse of B, the following identity nmust be true: 

AB = I.

(C.11)

(C.12)

Equation (C.12) leads to a set of nine equations with nine unknowns. Using the algebraic expressions from 
Equation (C.12), the following equations are obtained for the quantities All, A12 and A13:

A, I-= (C.13)
"DEN 

A12 K 1 3 K 2 3 +K 1 2 0 3 3 ) 
DEN 

A13  K12K23 + K13(1 - K22) 
DEN

DEN = (1 - K 1 )(1 - K22)(1 - K 33) - 2K12Kt3K23 

-40(1 - K11) - K2(1 - K 33) - K1(1 - K 22).  

The elenmnts of the K matrix are defined in Table C.1.

(C.14) 

(C.15)

(C.16)
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Table C.1 Definitions of the elements of the K matrix

K11 = -- (B' - iA') 
2

NR 

r-1

K 12 = -I(D - iC) 
2 

K3=- - 1 (F -iE) 
13

NR 

r-1 

r-I

NR 

r-1

K3 = -I (H - iG)
-1b

K33 = - -(P - iO) 
2

NR 

r-I

lIr a 

a 2 + b2

a2 + b2 

a2 + b2

NrR B' =E 
r-l

r- 1 

NP 

F=3

Pr.a 

a2 + b 2

NR Nv = E 
r-1

r-1

r 3r a 
a 2 + b 2

Ar 

r= 1

PIr b 

a 2 + b2

a 2 + V 

a 2 + b2

r 2+ b 
a 2 + b 2

a2 + b2

r 3r b 
a 2 + b 2
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An equation for P 5 is obtained by substituting the expressions for All, A12 and A1D into Equation (C.8). Using the 
expressions for the elements of the K matrix in Table C.1, the equation for Pn is expressed as follows:

P a(2* + a) + y(2 x + y) 
(2, + a)2 + (2X + y)2

+ i a(2X + y) - y(2 I + (x) 

(2* + a) 2 + (2X + y)I

o = (B'x - A'y) - (B'u -A'v) + 2w - q - s 

y = (B'y + A'x) - (B'v -A'u) + 2z - r- t, 

i =x-U, 

x =y -v, 

x = (2 + N)(2 + P) - OM , 

y = 0(2 + N) + M(2 + P), 

w = D(FH- EG) - C(FG + EH), 

z = D(FG + EH) + C(FH- EG), 

q =(2 + P)(D2 - C2) - 2CDO, 

r = 2CD(2 + P) + O(D 2 - C 2), 

s = (2 + N)(F 2 - E 2) - 2EFM, 

t = 2EF(2 + N) + M(F 2 - E 2 ), 

u = (H2 - G2), 

v = 2GH.

ill

where

(C.17)

(C.18) 

(C.19) 

(C.20) 

(C.21) 

(C.22) 

(C.23) 

(C.24) 

(C.25) 

(C.26) 

(C.27) 

(C.28) 

(C.29) 

(C.30) 

(C.31)
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Using the expression for Pu in Equation (C.17), an equation can be developed for 1pul
2 = Pu (pu)*: 

Ip1 = (2- + a) + y(2X + y) ]2 + [ -(2X + y) - (23 + 2) ]2) 

[ (2* + a) 2 + (2 X + y) ]2 

An equation for the quantity Rep,, - 1p9'2 is obtained by substituting Equations (C.17) and (C.32) into 
Equation (C.1). After simplification, the following expression is obtained for Rep,, - IpnlI: 

Rep,, - ip11F = 2(*a + Xy) 

(2gr + a)z + (2X + y) (C.33) 

In order to calculate the quantity that is defined by Equation (C.2), expressions mist be developed for Ip~fr and 
IPsi. An expression for p12 is obtained by substituting Equations (C.13) through (C.15) into Equation (C.9). After 
the substitution and algebraic simplifications, the following expression is obtained for P12: 

P -[f(2* + a) - g(2X + y)] [f(2X + y) + g(24r + a)] (C.34) 
(2*r + v)' + (2X +y) 2  (2* + a)' + (2X + y)2 

where 

f= X C- rD + MX2 -NX 1 + GX4 -fHX3 , ((2.35) 

g = c + XD + M11 + N12 + G13 + H4, (C.36) 

11 = (FH - EG) - [ D(2 + P) - CO ], (C.37) 

12 = (FG + EH) - [ DO + C(2 + P) ], ((2.38) 

1 = (DH - CG) - [ F(2 + N) - EM], (C.39) 

X4 = (DG + CH) - [ FM + E(2 + N) ]. (C.40) 

Using the expression for P12 in Equation (C.34), an equation can be developed for Ipizlf: 

Ip121 [f(2* + a) - g(2X + y) ]2 + [f(2x + y) + g(2* + a) ]2 ((.41) (2* + a•)' + (2X. + y)2 C.1
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An expression for P13 is obtained by substituting Equations (C.13) through (C.15) into Equation (C.10). After the 
substitution and algebraic simplifications, the following expression is obtained for P13: 

P -[h(2i + a) - k(2X + y)] i [h(2x + y) + k(2* + a)] (C.42) 

(2* +a)) 2 +(2X + y)2  (2* + )2 + (2X + y)2 

where 

h = XE - *F + GX 2 -HX1 + OX 4 - P 3' (C.43) 

k = *E + XF + GX1 + HX2 + OX3 + P14  (C.44) 

After multiplying P13 by the complex conjugate, the following expression is obtained for Ip3If2: 

iPz[h(2 + a) - k(2X + y) ]2 + [ h(2X + y) + k(2+ ) 2  (C.45) 
(2, + C)2 + (2X + y)2 

An equation for the quantity Rep,, - 1pll1 - IpIf2 - IP13R2 is obtained by substituting Equations (C.33), ((1.41) and 
(C.45) into Equation (C.2): 

Repl1 - Ip1112 - iP12  
- p 2(, +P1 + +) g2f2 + + k2) (C.46) 

(2* + + (2x +y) 

For resonance parameters that are expressed in the Reich-Moore formalism, Equation (C.33) can be substituted 
into Equation (2.27) to calculate the absorption cross section, and Equation (C.46) can be substituted into 
Equation (2.31) to calculate the capture cross section as a function of energy.  

In Section 2.1.1.2, Equation (2.23) provides an expression for calculating the elastic-scattering cross section as a 
function of energy. The equation for elastic scattering is repeated in this appendix for further discussion: 

Oei(E) - k2 E gi I sin240x(1 - 2 Rep11) + sin(241) Imp,, + Ip1112  . (C.47) 

As noted in Section 2.1.1.2, the equation for the elastic scattering cross section [i.e., Equation (C.47) ] does not 
account for all of the channel-spin terms in the potential scattering, and Equation (C.47) can be recast into a 
different form that includes an explicit summation over the channel spin, j:
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4rr{ {_sn• in2• p) ael(E) = LCi g j -2sin4 Rep,, + sin(+4 1) Imp11 + Ip1 1 l 2 

+ E 2 gj sih2i} (C.48) 

Note that Equation (C.48) is the same equation that is documented as Equation (2.28) in Section 2.1.1.2.  

In POLIDENT, Equation (C.48) is used to calculate the elastic-scattering cross section as a function of energy; 
however, POLIDENT initially calculates od(E) using Equation (C.47) and adds the missing potential scattering 
contributions from the channel-spin terms that have not been included in the cross-section calculation. As a result, 
the calculation of the elastic-scattering cross section is represented by Equation (C.48). This discussion is provided 
to highlight an additional nunmrical instability problem that occurs in the calculation of ao((E) using 
Equation (C.47). In particular, if the single- or double-precision FORTRAN complex functions are used to 
evaluate ar(E), a numerical instability can occur in Equation (C.47) under the following condition: 

sin241l z -2sin 24)1 Rep,, + sin(2) 1) Imp11 + Ip1 ll 2 (C.49) 

To circumvent this problem, an expression can be developed for the quantity within braces in Equation (C.47).  
In particular, the following definition can be used to express the quantity within braces in Equation (C.47): 

qty = sin2%1 - 2sin2d41 Rep,, + sin(241) Imp,, + Ip11 2 . (C.50) 

Using the expressions for Pu and Ip11F from Equations (C.17) and (C.32), respectively, an equation can be 
developed for qty. After substituting Equations (C.17) and (C.32) into Equation (C.50) and simplifying the 
expression, the following equation is obtained for qty: 

2[ 2sin24(ij#*2 + x2) + sin2I(aX - yqr) ] + (a2 + y2)(1 - sin241) 
(2W + a)2 + (2 X + y))2 

In POLIDENT, the elastic-scattering cross section is calculated by using Equation (C.51) to calculate the quantity 
within braces in Equation (C.47). Subsequently, POLIDENT determines the missing channel-spin contributions to 
the potential scattering and adds the missing contributions to oda(E) as defined by Equation (C.48).
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APPENDIX D

FIDO INPUT 

D.1 INTRODUCTION 

The FIDO input method is specially devised to allow entering or modifying large data arrays with minin-m effort.  
Advantage is taken of patterns of repetition or symmetry wherever possible. The FIDO system was patterned after 
the input method used with the FLOCO coding system at Los Alamos and was first applied to the DTF-ll code.  
Since that time, numerous features requested by users have been added, a free-field option has been developed, and 
the application of FIDO has spread to innumerable codes.  

The data are entered in units called "arrays." An array comprises a group of contiguous storage locations that are 
to be filled with data at the same time. These arrays usually correspond on a one-to-one basis with FORTRAN 
arrays used in the program. A group of one or more arrays read with a single call to the FIDO package forms a 
"block," and a special delimiter is required to signify the end of each block. Arrays within a block may be read in 
any order with respect to each other, but an array belonging to one block must not be shifted to another. The same 
array can be entered repeatedly within the sane block For example, an array could be filled with "0" using a 
special option, and then a few scattered locations could be changed by reading in a new set of data for that array.  
If no entries to the arrays in a block are required, the delimiter alone satisfies the input requirement.  

Three major types of input are available: fixed-field input, free-field input, and user-field input.  

D.2 FIXED-FIELD INPUT 

The fixed-field input option is documented here for completeness. The use of fixed-field input is NOT 
recommended. Use the free-field input option documented in Section D.3.  

Each card is divided into six 12-column data fields, each of which is divided into three subfields. The following 
sketch illustrates a typical data field. The three subfields always comprise 2, 1, and 9 columns, respectively.  

rI- I- ¢ 

.I I I I F I I 

To begin the first array of a block, an array originator field is placed in any field on a card: 

Subfield 1: An integer array identifier <100 specifying the data array to be read in.  

Subfield 2: An array-type indicator:
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"1$31 if the array is integer data 
"*" if the array is real data 
"#" if the array is double-precision data 

Subfield 3: Blank 

Data are then placed in successive fields until the required number of entries have been located. A sample data 
sheet, shown in Table D.1, illustrates this point.  

In entering data, it is convenient to think of an "index" or "pointer" as a designator that is under the control of the 
user and which specifies the position in the array into which the next data entry is to go. The pointer is always 
positioned at array location No. 1 by entering the array originator field. The pointer subsequently moves according 
to the data operator chosen. Blank fields are a special case in that they do not cause any data modification and do 
not move the pointer.  

A data field has the following form: 

Subfield 1: The data numrator, an integer <100. We refer to this entry as N, in the following 
discussion.  

Subfield 2: One of the special data operators listed below.  

Subfield 3: A nine-character daa , to be read in F9.0 format. It will be converted to an integer if 
the array is a "$" array or if a special array operator, such as Q, is being used. Note that 
an exponent is permissible but not required. Likewise, a decimal is permissible but not 
required. If no decimal is supplied, it is assumed to be immediately to the left of the 
exponent, if any, and, otherwise, to the right of the last column. This entry is referred to 
as N3 in the following discussion.  

A list of data operators and their effect on the array being input follows: 

"Blank" indicates a single entry of data. The data entry in the third subfield is entered in the location 
indicated by the pointer, and the pointer is advanced by 1. However, an entirely blank field is ignored.  

"I" or "-" indicates exponentiation. The data entry in the third field is entered and multiplied by 10", 
where N1 is the data numerator in the first subfield, given the sign indicated by'the data operator itself.  
The pointer advances by 1. In cases where an exponent is needed, this option allows the entering of more 
significant figures than the blank option.  

"&" has the same effect as "+".  

"R" indicates that the data entry is to be repeated N1 times. The pointer advances by N1.
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Table D. 1 General example of FIDO input

Name General Example of FIDO Input Charge. Date Page

IDENTIFICATION REMARKS (DO NOT PUNCH) 
1 $ I IBegin the 1$ array, fixed-field, Integral 
13 Enter 1 

25 Fill array with 2 

37 Begin the 2* array fixed-field, real 
49 X Enter 1.234 

1 I 11.12 13141 I I I 7 

1 1 121. 13141 I 1 I I1 I I I I I I lIlo 

5I1l- 11213141 I 1+1012 

1 3L1 - I I I I 11121314 

25 " 7.0 
I I I I I I I I I 17 ________________________________ _______ 

7 1 1A blank field Is always Ignored 

49 1Terminate this block .......L...I.IT I I I I I I I I 38 ____________________ ____________________ 

6111 1 11 No entries may follow T on a card 
I............. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 121lo N e tls a f lo ~ c r 

1 11 1 Begin 3* array, fixed-field real 

is 1 Enter 0, 1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8, 9, 10, 10, 10 13 1,...L .L.. I I I I I I IlI 
3131 R I I I I I L 1110a 

37 3 *1 1H10Il1 0 Repeat 3* In f ree-fielid, skip 

491 iI 112 I I I I I I X8 to11thentrycorrectsequenceto 
61--- 9,10,11,12 3I 1 0 

1 1 4 Begin 4* array, free-field, real 

Is Enterl,2,3,4, 1,2,3,4, 1,2,3,4 
2101 4 I I I I I I I I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

25 End reading this array; remainder of array unchanged.  

37 1Terminate this block 
I. I IT I I I I I I I 

61 I I I I I I I I I I I 1 14 10

R - REPEAT I-INTERPOLATE S - SKIP T - TERMINATE



Appendix D

'T' indicates linear interpolation. The data numerator, N1, indicates the number of interpolated points to be 
supplied. The data entry in the third subfield is entered, followed by Nj interpolated entries equally spaced 
between that value and the data entry found in the third subfield of the next nonblank field. The pointer is 
advanced by N1 + 1. The field following an '"I, field is than processed normally, according to its own data 
operator. The 'T' entry is especially valuable for specifying a spatial mesh. In "$" arrays, interpolated 
values will be rounded to the nearest integer.  

"L" indicates logarithmic interpolation. The effect is the same as that of "I," except that the resulting data 
are evenly separated in log-space. This feature is especially convenient for specifying an energy mesh.  

"Q" is used to repeat sequences of numbers. The length of the sequence is given by the third subfield, N3.  
The sequence of N3 entries is to be repeated N1 times. The pointer advances by NI*N3. If either N1 or N3 
is 0, then a sequence of N1 + N3 is repeated one tim only, and the pointer advances by N1 + N3. This 
feature is especially valuable for geometry specification.  

The "N" option has the same effect as "Q," except that the order of the sequence is reversed each time it is 
entered. This feature is valuable for the type of symmetry possessed by S, quadrature coefficients.  

"M" has the same effect as 'N," except that the sign of each entry in the sequence is reversed each time the 
sequence is entered. For example, the entries 

1 23 2M2 

would be equivalent to 

123-3 -223.  

This option is also useful in entering quadrature coefficients.  

"T" causes N1 + N3 locations to be set at 0. The pointer is advanced by N1 + N3.  

"C" causes the position of the last array entered to be printed. This is the position of the pointer, less 1.  
The pointer is not moved.  

"0" causes the print trigger to be changed. The trigger is originally off. Successive "0" fields turn it on 
and off alternately. When the trigger is on, each card image is listed as it is read.  

"S" indicates that the pointer is to skip N1 positions, leaving those array positions unchanged. If the third 
subfield is blank, the pointer is advanced by N1. If the third subfield is nonblank, that data entry is entered 
following the skip, and the pointer is advanced by N1 + 1.  

"A" moves the pointer to the position N3, specified in the third subfield.  

"F" fills the remainder of the array with the datum entered in the third subfield.  

"E" skips over the remainder of the array. The array-length criterion is always satisfied by an E, no matter 
how many entries have been specified. No more entries to an array may be given following an "E," except 
that data entry may be restarted with an "A."
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The reading of data to an array is terminated when a new array origin field is supplied, or when the block is 
terminated. If an incorrect number of positions has been filled, an error edit is given; and a flag is set which will 
later abort execution of the problem FIDO then continues with the next array if an array origin was read. Other
wise, control is returned to the calling program.  

A block termination consists of a field having "T" in the second subfield. Entries following 'T"' on a card are 
ignored, and control is returned from FIDO to the calling program.  

Comment cards can be entered within a block by placing an apostrophe () in column 1. Then columns 2-80 will be 
listed, with column 2 being used for printer carriage control. Such cards have no effect on the data array or pointer.  

D.3 FREE-FIELD INPUT 

With free-field input, data are written without fixed restrictions as to field and subfield size and positioning on the 
card. The options used with fixed-field input are available, although some are slightly restricted in form In 
general, fewer data cards are required for a problem, the interpreting print is easier to read, a card listing is more 
intelligible, the cards are easier to keypunch, and certain common keypunch errors are tolerated without affecting 
the problem. Data arrays using fixed- and free-field input can be intermingled at will within a given block, 

The concept of three subfields per field is still applicable to free-field input; but if no entry for a field is required, no 
space for it need be left. Only columns 1-72 may be used, as with fixed-field input. A field may not be split across 
cards.  

The array originator field can begin in any position. The array identifiers and type indicators are used as in fixed
field input. The type indicator is entered twice to designate free-field input (i.e., "$$," " or "##"). The blank 
third subfield required in fixed-field input is not required. For example, 

31** 

indicates that array 31, a real-data array, will follow in free-field format.  

Data fields may follow the array origin field imnmdiately. The data field entries are identical to the fixed-field 
entries with the following restrictions: 

1. Any number of blanks may separate fields, but at least one blank must follow a third subfield entry if 
one is used.  

2. If both first- and second-subfield entries are used, no blanks may separate them (i.e., 24S, but not 
24S).  

3. Numbers written with exponents must not have imbedded blanks (i.e., 1.OE+4, 1.0-E4, 1.0+4, or 
even 1+4, but not 1.0 E4). A zero should never be entered with an exponent. For example, 0.00-5 
or 0.OOE-5 will be interpreted as -5 x 10-.  

4. In third-subfield data entries only 9 digits, including the decimal but not including the exponent field, 
can be used (i.e., 123456.89E07, but not 123456.789E07).
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5. The Z entry mast be of the form: 738Z, not Z738 or 738 Z.  

6. The + or - data operators are not needed and are not available.  

7. The Q, N, and M entries are restricted: 3Q4, 1N4, M4, but not 4Q, 4N, or 4M.  

D.4 USER-FIELD INPUT 

If the user follows the array identifier in the array originator field with the character "U" or "V," the input format is 
to be specified by the user. If "U" is specified, the FORTRAN FORMAT to be used must be supplied in 
columns 1-72 of the next card. The format must be enclosed by the usual parentheses. Then the data for the entire 
array must follow on successive cards. The rules of ordinary FORTRAN input as to exponents, blanks, etc., apply.  
If the array data do not fill the last card, the remainder must be left blank

"V" has the same effect as "U," except that the format read in the last preceding "U" array is used.  

D.5 CHARACTER INPUT 

If the user wishes to enter character data into an array, at least three options are available. The user may specify an 
arbitrary format using a "U" and reading in the format. The user may follow the array identifier by a '7". The next 
two entries into subfield 3 specify the beginning and ending indices in the array into which data will be read. The 
character data are then read starting with the next data card in an 18A4 format.  

Finally, the user may specify the array as a free-form "*" array and then specify the data entries as "nil" character 
data, where n specifies how many characters follow H.
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